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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Developing tools to follow fast motions has been a fairly demanding field for many years. In 1878, the invention of camera flashes with high speed shutters, opened up a whole new world at that time as it could capture the events on the milisecond time scale. As the field progressed, new inventions such as stroboscopy in the time scale of microseconds, which make an object moving in the dark visible to a detector gave hope of the improvements of this concept towards the field of science. The advent of laser technology then took this process elevated to an even faster time scale, achieving femtosecond resolutions. With the aid of lasers, not only probing the microscale properties but also manipulating and ultimately controlling those processes became possible. These inventions have created a novel field of science known as ultrafast science. During the past few decades, the evolution of ultrafast measurements happened through three main time scale regimes; picosecond, femtosecond and attosecond[1]. Revolution of the technology has opened doors for the transition of picoseconds to attoseconds. The invention of microwave electronics led to fast switching of electric current introducing picosecond time resolved measurements, while the ultrafast optics such as laser provided ultra short light pulse generation and measurements in the femtosecond time domain. Recently the interest of ultrafast science was directed towards light wave electronics, which facilitate the attosecond level waveforms. These waveforms can be used in studies of atomic scale electronic dynamics which has not been studied before (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Evolution of ultrafast measurements. The resolution of the time-resolved microscopic measurements has evolved from picoseconds to attoseconds with the progress in technology from microwave electronics, ultrafast optics to light wave electronics. (Adopted from Krausz et al.)

Laser technology is advantageous for studying atomic/molecular systems because the interaction between light with matter is one of the best approaches to extract details of atomic/molecular systems. Current laser technology is capable of producing light with the frequency of 1 part in $10^{15}$ or even more precise 1 part in $10^{18}$. High intensity laser field consist of light waves with sufficient electric strength to be able to break the forces that bind the atom. Before ultrafast lasers are introduced, there was no other tool which capable of controlling forces in macroscopic matter. Thus, the implications of ultrafast science and related findings are applicable for the entire science community: physics, chemistry, biology and engineering. Validating the importance of ultrafast science, in 1999 Prof. A. Zeiwall, was awarded with the Nobel Prize in chemistry for femto-chemistry. Prof. Zeiwall used laser science for time resolved key photochemical reaction, which demonstrated the possibilities to monitor atomic motion.
during a chemical reaction[2]. With the aid of femto-chemistry, a deeper understanding of chemical reactions has been achieved. Over the past decade, many technical improvements have been achieved in the field of ultrafast science. Scientists were able to generate coherent pulses on attosecond time scale at which electronic dynamics are taking place. The use of an intense light pulse with attosecond pulse duration will provide a direct probe on the dynamics of the building blocks of life processes. Ability to reach such a detailed level will lead to several important scientific breakthroughs including:

- Direct monitoring of the motion of electrons in the natural processes such as photosynthesis, dynamics of proteins and dynamic responses in solid state matter.
- Compact sources of high intensity particle beams for research in physics and medicine.
- Study the motion of atoms in semiconductors.
- Optical telecommunication studies.

With such versatility in extracting detailed dynamics, developing a tool to probe and eventually manipulate the electronic dynamics in attosecond time domain will become an important task for the entire scientific community.

Developing tools to pin down reaction dynamics is a demanding task. The ultimate building block of many chemical, biological or physical processes is governed by bond breaking and bond formation. More strictly, the motion of electrons, which is in the attosecond time domain, is the most fundamental level related to chemistry.
Changes of the molecular structure, photosynthesis in green plants, emission of light, transport of signals in nerves are a few of those among many other examples. Consequently, probing and controlling the motion of electrons at the most fundamental level will provide new insight into the fields of medicine, information technology, life science and basic energy science. The challenge on this microscopic level is that the boundaries between different fields of science have blurred and the processes are bridged through the motion of electrons on the microscopic scale. To understand these elementary processes and uncover the new details of the system, one has to take a close look at the same timescale of this fundamental level. To accomplish such a demanding goal, it is necessary to dig deeper into the atomic level and closely follow the electronic dynamics. As a result, the necessities of experimental tools to observe electron and nuclear motions in real time become essential and yet challenging. In order to make these ultrafast movements visible, we need a series of freeze-frame snap shots of the movement similar to the mechanism in high speed photography. Such probe will be able to extract information of the events taking place within measured brief time intervals, thus called time-resolved measurements.

Towards developing a probe with natural time resolution, we have chosen the photo-induced reaction systems based upon the light-matter interaction. Studies of photo-induced processes have been an interesting topic over decades as it is an information-rich process. Studying the dynamics of such processes makes it possible to reveal important fundamental information, such as quantum mechanical behavior of molecular systems[3]. One way to understand reaction dynamics is to explore the potential energy surface of a photodissociation event where the dissociation evolves. A
promising approach would be to use an ultrafast probe to look at the detailed dynamics of different potential energy surfaces from reactants to products in natural time scale. A probe with such a capability will be utilized as a benchmark in order to obtain the illuminating time-resolved details of the reaction pathways.

This thesis work has focused on developing real-time probes to achieve the ultrafast measurements which will ultimately be useful in controlling chemical reactions in the natural time domain. The effort was based on two interesting topics related to the ultrafast optics and light wave electronics; (1) strong field ionization (SFI) and (2) attosecond spectroscopy.
1.2 Strong Field Physics and Strong field Ionization Probe

Generally, strong field phenomena take place in the presence of a laser field with the intensity higher than $10^{11}$ W/cm$^2$. In the presence of such an intense laser, the potential barrier of an atom or a molecule is distorted. The strong interactions of electrons of the atom/molecule with the laser field lead to instantaneous ionization and released from the suppressed coulomb barrier producing tunnel ionization (Figure 2)[4].

![Tunnel Ionization](image)

**Figure 2:** Tunnel Ionization: In the presence of an intense laser field (potential $F_r$) the combined potential between the atom (potential $V(r)$) and the laser is distorted ($V(r)-F_r$). If $E_i$ is the ionization potential of the atom, the ionized electron can release from the suppressed coulomb barrier at $r=R_c$ producing tunnel ionization.

In laser matter interaction there are two fundamental regimes, the perturbative regime ($U_p$) $\ll$ Ionization potential ($I_p$)) and non-perturbative regime ($U_p > I_p$). The ponderomotive potential can be defined as the average kinetic energy of an electron in an electric field which is given by eq 1.1.

$$U_p = \frac{e^2E_0^2}{4m_0\omega^2} = 9.33 \times 10^{-14} I_0 \lambda^2 (eV)$$

(1.1)
Where, $E_0$ is the electric field strength, $I_0$ (W/cm$^2$) is the laser intensity and $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength. The ionization potential is the minimum amount of energy required to remove an electron from an atom or a molecule. Unlike the perturbative regime, in the non-perturbative regime the nonresonance response becomes more important and thereby leads to the phenomena as tunneling ionization, rescattering and non-sequential double ionization. These processes can be explained by the three step model[4, 5]; at the peak of the laser electric field the tunnel ionization takes place and those electrons will be then accelerated with the laser electric field, and as the laser electric field reverses its phase those electrons can be driven back to the parent ion and recollide (Figure 3). This re-encounter between electrons and ionic core results in many interesting and important phenomena, such as non-sequential double ionization, higher order above threshold ionization (ATI), and high order harmonic generation (HHG) facilitating attosecond temporal resolution[6-8].

**Figure 3:** Three step model. Tunneling, accelerating and driving back to the parent ion by the oscillating electric field ($E(t)$), and recombination/recollision with the ground state.
In the strong field regime the perturbative treatment becomes invalid. Instead, for the ionization rate of atoms in strong field, rather simple ionization mechanism comes in to play as predicted by the theory of tunneling ionization[7-9]. In these studies a simple analytical form of ionization rate as a function of the instantaneous laser phase was found with a single active electron approximation and moderate field intensity. However the relationship fails at ultra-strong field intensity where the laser intensity is about \((10^{16}-10^{21} \text{ W/cm}^2)\), because the atomic quantum state is being scrambled by the high intensity [10].

Theoretically, the multiphoton/strong field ionization rate of an atom can be expressed as the equation (1.1) given below[7-9].

\[
    w \propto \left( \frac{2l+1}{2^{|m|} |m|! (l-|m|)!} \right) \left( \frac{3F_0}{\pi F} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{2F_0}{F} \right)^{2n-|m|-1} e^{-\frac{2F_0}{3F}}
\]  

.........................(1.2)

Where;

\(F_0 = (2 E_0)^{3/2}\)

\(E_0 = \text{the ionization potential}\)

\(F = \text{the laser electric filed strength}\)

\(w = \text{the ionization rate}\)

According to the equation 1.2, the ionization rate \((w)\) is highly dependent on the magnetic quantum number \((m_l)\). For example, if the laser intensity is \(8 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2\) and the ionization potential is 10 eV, for \(l=2\), ionization rate of \(m_l=0\) is 9 times higher than that of \(m_l=1\) and 230 times higher than that of \(m_l=2\). Due to this nonlinearity and
higher sensitivity combined with its inherited short pulse duration, SFI is capable of probing some weakly aligned or polarized atoms providing the ability to extract useful information about photodissociation dynamics through the direct measurements of the spatial distribution of the electron cloud in atoms allowing direct probing of molecular dynamics. Consequently, SFI provides the advantage over the conventional methods of studying photodissociation dynamics, such as ion imaging techniques[11-21], core-sample time-of-flight (TOF)[22, 23], Doppler spectroscopy[24, 25], fluorescence detection [26], absorption spectroscopy[27, 28] etc, which are based on linear spectroscopy or low-order non-linear spectroscopy. All of these methods are limited to measurements in the asymptotic region. Therefore these methods have less capability for extracting in-detailed dynamics in the natural time scale of a reaction pathway.

Over the years, the utility of SFI as a probe in studying nuclear structure/dynamics has been a competitive topic in ultrafast science. With the closer look on the strong field ionization such as ionization rate, electronic angular distribution or angular dependent ionization rate will provide the information, such as electron density distributions and features of the wave functions. These studies have shown that mapping out the molecular orbital shapes by measuring the alignment dependence of ionization rates[29]. Here in this study they have shown clear evidence of a real picture of the molecular orbital using the measurements of alignment dependence of tunneling ionization rates. These measurements were used to visualize the breakup of molecular ions into two ion fragments. These studies verify the fact that molecular Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) theory predicts the molecular frame ionization rate is closely related to HOMO orbital electron density. Then there was another study which took a
further step of SFI as a probe by measuring the angular dependent strong field ionization of dissociating models, and produced a movie about how electrons rearrange during a chemical reaction[30]. In this particular study they have shown that the utility of capturing the rearrangement of entire valance shell electron density as a bond breaks, using a reaction microscope technique. This was done by monitoring the dissociation of a bromine molecule at different times in the event of dissociation using an intense ultra-short laser pulse. Measurements of the total ionization signal and angular distribution of the ionization yield were taken during this process. With the evidence of how long it takes for an electron to localize onto the individual bromine atom, it was concluded that the electron transfer does not take place until the fragments are far enough apart to degenerate the potential energy surfaces in this dissociation event. Such studies reflect the fact that strong field ionization is not only sensitive to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) but also to the signature of the entire valance shell orbital. Besides the ability of SFI as a probe, recent studies validate its capability in controlling chemical reactions. There have been studies showing a coherent control using tailored strong laser pulses[31-33]. The field-induced Stark shifting and charge polarization in molecules will reshape the potential energy surfaces and thus steer the chemical reaction. Furthermore, due to the large oscillations in a strong laser field, kinetic energy can be effectively pumped into a specific mode to enhance the reaction facilitating the mode selective chemistry which has been a dream of the chemist.

Due to the progress obtained in the field of SFI as a probe in monitoring nuclear/structural dynamics in our lab we have extended our studies to investigate the sensitivity of the SFI probe to atomic polarization studies. In our effort of developing
strong field ionization as an atomic probe, we have demonstrated its sensitivity to both atomic alignment and atomic orientation. This verifies the additional capabilities of SFI probe in probing reaction dynamics in the natural time domain.

1.3 Attosecond Spectroscopy as a Probe of Electron Dynamics

Attosecond science, the science of generation, control, detection and application of sub-femtosecond laser pulses, became an interesting and yet useful topic in many fields such as physics, chemistry, medicine, engineering, etc[34]. The amazing concept about the attosecond ($10^{18}$) time domain is that, it is the natural time domain where all the atoms and electrons are teaming up with the activities related to all the elementary processes. Therefore, the monitoring and manipulation of electron degrees of freedom in molecular systems in the attosecond time domain lights-up a hope towards controlling chemical reactions. To date, the shortest electromagnetic pulse known to man, an isolated attosecond pulse of 67 attoseconds, has been produced by Chang and co-workers [35]. These findings opened up a new dimension in science. In this particular time frame the only motion possible is the evolution of an electronic wave function and everything else is considered frozen.

The traditional approaches are rather simple in nature. It was considered that, due to the negligible mass of an electron compared to the mass of a nucleus, electrons are instantaneously adjusting to the motion of the nuclei. Under that assumption the nature of the potential energy surfaces are dominated by the forces wielded on the nuclei. This approximation is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation[36]. This adiabatic approximation remains true for the larger energy gaps
between the electronic states. On the other hand, if the energy gap of the electronic states is comparable to the nuclear coordinates, then the Born-Oppenheimer approximation will fail and the relative dynamics are considered as non Born-Oppenheimer. In this scenario, the motion of electrons and nuclei is highly collaborative and small changes in nuclear degrees of freedom influence the electronic properties a great deal[37]. The independent electron approximation, where two or many electron interactions are considered to be negligible[38], also become invalid when the electron dynamics are probed at ultra-short time scales, such as attosecond. At such extreme conditions the dynamics induced by the electron correlation cannot be ignored anymore.

Consequently, the innovation of attosecond pulses together with the non Born-Oppenheimer dynamics influence many electron interactions opened up a new possibility of controlling chemical reactivity via coherent preparation of a number of electronic states[39]. The proposed studies of monitoring charge migration and charge-directed reactivity using attosecond pulses has become a dream of many researchers in the field of ultrafast science. Among many suggested experimental protocols, attosecond time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy stands out and much research effort is focused on succeeding with this process. These attosecond tools are also rich with many technological advantages as control of the number of photons which facilitates the control of intensity, wavelength and phase. These technical advances will eventually create a coherent quantum process in a domain where the fundamental dynamics can be followed directly.

The main interest of the attosecond field has been focused on two different areas; (1) generation of shortest attosecond pulses, (2) development of the
experimental tools to extract ultrafast information. The fundamental phenomenon related to attosecond pulse generation is the high harmonic generation (HHG) process. HHG is itself a strong field process. As described by the three-step model, when an intense laser field interacts with matter, it results in tunneling ionization through the combined coulomb barrier of ion and laser potential. Within a half cycle of the laser pulse these electrons are driven back to the parent ion by the laser electric field. Simply, it describes the process of ionization, acceleration and recombination of electrons twice within a laser pulse. This process will cause either elastic or inelastic re-scattering of electrons which leads for some interesting phenomenon, such as high-energy above threshold ionization (ATI), HHG, and non-sequential double ionization (NSDI)[40]. In the elastic collision, the electron will gain up to \(10U_p\) energy causing high-energy ATI. When the collision is inelastic, re-scattered electrons can eject another electron from the parent ion where the momentum of the second electron is correlated with the original electron, which results in NSDI. Furthermore, the recolliding electron can also be absorbed by the parent ion, rebounding to its ground state resulting in ejection of high energy photons. In other words, the interaction of an atom with a strong field will lead to an interference of a particle with itself. In the phenomena of ATI, interference between the electron wave packets created from the same valance electronic state near subsequent wave crest, which are travelling towards the same direction will result in a birth of equally spaced electrons separated by the energy of photon of the driving laser field[41]. Likewise HHG is a periodic photon spectrum resulted through the interference of the photon wave packets released twice per laser cycle due to the each recollision process (Figure 4)[42, 43].
The HHG process is the most efficient way of producing attosecond pulses. During HHG process using a high intense few-cycle NIR laser, XUV pulses in attosecond time duration can be generated.

**Figure 4:** The production of high order harmonics; The periodic photon spectrum resulted through the interference of the photon wave packets released twice per laser cycle due to each recollision process[1].
1.3.1 High harmonic generation (HHG)

According to the classical consideration the recombination of the electron to the ground state in a laser field should emit a photon with maximum energy of $I_p + 3.17U_p$. The highest possible energy from rebounding of an electron to a ground state in a laser field is $3.17U_p$ ($I_p$ is the ionization potential and $U_p$ is the ponderomotive potential). This energy criterion is in agreement with the cutoff of the HHG spectrum. Therefore, HHG can be regarded as a process of tunneling ionization plus recombination within one laser period and repeated over many periods as a periodic process[42].

HHG process has been implemented with the use of both noble gas atom targets or molecular gases[44, 45]. The process is repeating every half optical cycle producing harmonics separated by twice the optical frequency. During this process usually the odd order harmonics are observed due to the inversion symmetry of the gas targets. Any induced polarization of a media consists of an inversion symmetry as an odd function of the electric field. This process can be simplified as the production of a series of higher frequency radiation of $nf_i$ ($n=\text{odd integers}$) from a high intense laser field of frequency $f$ interacts with a medium of noble gas atoms (Figure 5).

**Figure 5**: The schematic representation of harmonic generation process.
In the high harmonic spectrum, the produced harmonics are showing fairly uniform intensity with the increasing harmonics of equal brightness (plateau region) and a sharp cut off at the end of the spectrum (Figure 6). This feature of the HHG process is explained by the three-step model and it shows that the cut-off $= I_p + 3.17U_p$. The spacing of harmonics in the spectrum is equal to twice of the frequency of the driving laser.

![Figure 6: Characteristic feature of the high harmonic spectrum.](image)

The main obstacle in the HHG process as a coherent light source is to achieve the higher conversion efficiency. The phase mismatch of the generated high harmonic pulses is one reason for a lower conversion efficiency$[46]$. In addition, the usual high intensity lasers used as the driving lasers in HHG has a lower repetition rate to achieve a high pulse energy because this limits the overall flux of the produced high order harmonics. The Different phase matching schemes$[47-50]$ and fundamental laser-matter interaction process $[51]$ were considered to be the main optimization criteria for understanding and increasing the conversion efficiency of the HHG.
1.3.2 Attosecond Pulse Generation

There are two technical approaches in generating attosecond pulses. The attosecond pulse trains (APT) are generated through the process of a combination of the number of harmonics in the plateau region, which results in a broad spectrum of a sequence of attosecond pulses. The resulting attosecond pulses are separated by half of the driving laser period (T) and the duration of each pulse is inversely proportional to the range of the frequencies (Δf) of the added harmonics ((Figure 7(a)). The other approach is the production of isolated attosecond pulses (Figure 7(b)) with the use of a few cycle lasers as the driving laser. Both approaches have their own pros and cons and will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.

![Figure 7: The two frontiers of attosecond pulse generation. (a) attosecond pulse trains (b) Isolated attosecond pulses.](image)

In the studies toward developing a real-time probe for reaction dynamics, many experiments have focused on the production of soft X-ray radiation using HHG
processes. If the driving laser is an infrared (IR) laser, it will produce harmonic radiation with the frequency ranges from optical to the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) range. Consequently, HHG is used as a XUV source and has been utilized in the conventional applications of XUV spectroscopy[52] and XUV interferometry[53]. The interesting feature of this coherent, directional and sub-femtosecond pulses of XUV radiation is that they can be either used as a train of short-pulses separated by the half of the driving laser cycle[54] or a single pulse of coherent XUV radiation[55]. Regardless of a train or an isolated pulse, XUV radiation in the sub-femtosecond duration range is capable of reaching the level of electron dynamics in atoms and molecules thus became a valuable tool in field of attosecond science.

Similar to femtosecond spectroscopy the best and most effective way of implementing attosecond spectroscopy would be using XUV-pump-XUV-probe type experimental approach. Where a sub-femtosecond X-ray pulse is used to excite the ultrafast dynamics and take snapshots of those microscopic events. The few common applications of this type of experiments are non-sequential two-photon double ionization and charge migration driven by electron correlation and relaxation[56]. However, the XUV probe metrology always become crucial due to the limitations bound to the production of XUV-photons with sufficient flux and an appropriate detection system capable of extracting electron-electron correlation dynamics. On the other hand, the conventional attosecond pump-probe experiments are done as two-color XUV plus near-infrared (NIR) setup and was implemented in considerable amount of applications [1, 57, 58]. In this case a NIR pulse (few-cycle laser pulse used to generate the attosecond pulse) is used as the pump or probe beam while, the optical cycle of the NIR
provide the attosecond time resolution. However, the moderately strong NIR pulse tends to affect the dynamics instead of observing them. Those types of obstacles are assumed to be avoided by the XUV-pump-XUV-probe experiments. The other approach is to use one IAP as pump followed by another IAP as probe\cite{59, 60}. Still the fairly lower intensity inherited by IAPs seems problematic.

The above discussed importance of attosecond spectroscopy and the limitations of the conventional experimental approaches have motivated the novel implementations for attosecond spectroscopy experiments. The sophisticated detection systems as coincidence measurements are also considered. Therefore, this thesis was focused on implementing an experimental setup which is capable of performing XUV-pump-XUV-probe experiment with a suitable detection method. We believe this approach would be beneficial as a probe in studying electron dynamics in its natural timescale. Under these research goals, an effort was made to produce a focused attosecond pulse trains with sufficient flux for two photon double ionization using loose focusing geometry with a Ti:Sapphier laser system at 1 kHz repetition rate. This high pulse energy and high repetition rate would allow state-of-the-art ion-electron coincidence measurements on two-photon-double-ionization experiments. A detection system of ion-electron coincidence measurements will be built to carry out coincidence measurement of resulted two electrons; or even more strictly, a coincidence among two electrons and one dication, which has never been reported so far.

To encapsulate, this thesis work has been focused on developing probes to study nuclear and electronic dynamics in real time. Considerable attention was given to investigate the utility of SFI in probing atomic orientation effect which will indeed be
useful in the wide application areas of circularly polarized light as angular streaking technique and isolated attosecond pulse generation from polarization gating experiments. Through these studies, it has successfully revealed the dependence of SFI rate to the sign of magnetic quantum number using double ionization of argon. Also the extended studies have provided the information of the helicity dependence of SFI in krypton and xenon and the role of laser intensity on this manner. In the process of developing tools to pin down the electron dynamics by studying electron-electron correlations non-linear attosecond spectroscopy become an interesting field which still has not been implemented successfully enough. Therefore, the second focus of this thesis work lies in developing an experimental setup capable of producing high flux attosecond pulse trains to enable two photon double ionization together with ion-electron coincidence measurement capabilities. Last part of this thesis work provides a detailed demonstration of the experimental apparatus of the HHG setup and the background optimization to achieve the ion-electron coincidence measurements. Finally, the very first ion-electron coincidence measurements of two-photon double ionization of xenon obtained from the intense attosecond pulse trains are presented.
CHAPTER 2
Strong Field Ionization Probe

2.1 Introduction

In the process of developing an ultrafast probe, effort has been taken to explore the ability of strong field ionization (SFI) to probe photodissociation dynamics. SFI becomes a good choice due to its high sensitivity to the detailed atomic properties combined with an inherited short pulse width. It has been used previously as a probe to study the photodissociation of Br₂ by monitoring the electron rearrangement[29, 30]. Taking another step to extend the utilities of SFI probe, in this particular study we have demonstrated SFI as a successful probe in probing orbital alignment[61] and atomic orientation[62].

The orbital polarization (alignment or orientation) of atomic fragments arising from dissociation is a unique property, which reflects the information regarding the potential energy surface where the photodissociation event has taken place. This type of information is fairly useful since it describes the detailed dynamical parameters such as state symmetry, coherent effects, and non-adiabatic transitions, which will help reveal the underlying dynamics of the photodissociation process. Therefore, a considerable effort has been taken over past decades to study and understand the atomic orbital polarization using ion imaging techniques[11-16, 18-21, 63], core-sample time-of-flight (TOF)[22, 23], Doppler spectroscopy[24, 25], fluorescence detection[26],

---

¹ Portions of the text in this chapter were reprinted or adapted with permission from 61. Lin, Y.F., et al., Orbital alignment in photodissociation probed using strong field ionization. Journal of Chemical Physics, 2011. 135(23): p. 234311. and 62. Herath, T., et al., Strong-Field Ionization Rate Depends on the Sign of the Magnetic Quantum Number. Physical Review Letters, 2012. 109(4): p. 043004. . All rights to the work are retained by the authors and any reuse requires permission of the authors.
absorption spectroscopy[27, 28], and etc. However these methods have drawbacks such as time consuming measurements, complicated analysis and the difficulty of performing time-domain atomic polarization studies. For example, ion imaging accompanied with resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI)[64], the general tool of current polarization measurements is also limited only to extract the dynamics in asymptotic region due to the nanosecond time scale. Therefore, in theory by conducting REMPI studies using a tunable femtosecond pulse, one can extend their studies to much more detailed level by extracting dynamics in Frank-Condon region and the long-range region. However, the broad bandwidth of short pulses can over shadow the state selectivity of the measurements which makes the ultrafast REMPI studies extra difficult. On the other hand SFI, an extreme extension of REMPI shows higher sensitivity to detailed atomic properties, thus useable in probing even weak atomic polarization. This will open doors to reveal the detailed reaction dynamics which has never been observed.

The atomic polarization can be referred to atomic alignment and orientation, which can be directly illustrated by the population distributions among the magnetic sublevels ($m_l$). The equal populations over magnetic sublevels are evidence of an isotropic electron density distribution (Figure 8(A)). An unequal $m_l$ distribution reflects a polarization of the electron orbital angular momentum, thus causes in an anisotropic electron density distribution. As shown in figure 8(B), alignment can be represented by the unequal population distribution proportional to the different non-statistical $m_l$ levels. Sensitivity of SFI facilitates the probing of such anisotropic distributions using linearly or circularly polarized light. On the other hand, the orientation
is reflected by the unequal population distribution proportional to each $m_i$ (Figure 8(C)) which can only be probed by the circularly polarized light. The sensitivity of SFI rate to the sign of $m_i$ provoked the SFI as a probe of atomic orientation.

**Figure 8:** Schematic illustration of atomic polarization effects and electron density distributions. (A) Isotropic, (B) alignment, (C) orientation, effects represented by the populations among the magnetic sublevels and corresponding electron density distribution.

Next two sections of this thesis describe the experimental characterization of SFI as a tool in probing atomic orbital alignment and the atomic orbital orientation.
2.2 Strong Field Ionization Probe of Orbital Alignment

The ion imaging methods employing the REMPI probe used to probe orbital alignment is sensitive to the angular momentum polarization as a function of photo-fragment recoil direction described by a series of multiple moments related to the density matrix of the excitation function[19]. Recall the equation 1.1 in Chapter 1;

\[ W \propto \left( \frac{(2l + 1)(l + |m|)!}{2^{|m|}m!|(l - |m|)!} \right) \left( \frac{3F_0}{\pi F^2} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{2F_0}{F} \right)^{2n-|m|-1} e^{-\frac{2F_0}{3F}} \]

SFI rate shows a higher sensitivity to the nonstatistical \( m_l \) numbers. In this particular study the sensitivity of SFI in atomic polarization/alignment was studied by looking at the anisotropy of the electron charge cloud. This was done by mapping out the shape of electron density of sulfur atoms in ethylene sulfide (C\(_2\)H\(_4\)S) and carbonyl sulfide (OCS). This angular dependent ionization rate is an evidence of the charge cloud anisotropy and the degree of anisotropy indicates the \( m_l \) distributions. Therefore, the shape of the electron density of sulfur atoms in the photodissociation of C\(_2\)H\(_4\)S and OCS were mapped with respect to the rotation of the polarization of the probe laser electric field.

2.2.1 Experimental Approach

The experiment was carried out in a similar setup to the "raster imaging" methods, introduced by Suits and co-workers[65] (Figure 9) developed to slice the photo-fragments with a particular recoil velocity and an angle. A pulsed supersonic molecular beam of C\(_2\)H\(_4\)S produced by bubbling the carrier gas through a liquid sample
of C$_2$H$_4$S (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) was introduced to the differentially pumped apparatus through the pulsed valve. In the analysis of OCS, a neat OCS sample was expanded into the source chamber and collimated by the skimmer. Once the molecular beam enters into the velocity mapping electrode assembly, it was intersected at right angles by two counter-propagating laser beams (Figure 9). The photolysis laser light (193 nm) was generated by an argon fluoride excimer system with a power of 2 mJ/pulse, loosely focused onto the molecular beam using a 50 cm focal length lens. The probe laser light was provided by a femtosecond Ti:sapphire amplified laser system (45 fs, 1 kHz, 800 nm, KMLabs, Wyvern 1000) with the power of 1 mJ. The estimated laser intensity at the focal point is $2 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$. The probe laser was placed downstream, a few millimeters from the photolysis laser, and it was also placed off-axis from the molecular beam. This arrangement will prevent the strong background related to the ionization of the parent ion and minimize the space charge effect. The linear polarization of the photolysis laser was achieved using eight fused silica windows set at their Brewster's angles. Once unpolarized, the 193 nm laser passed through this assembly producing horizontally polarized light, which is also parallel to the plane of detection. However to enhance the signal level of OCS, an unpolarized UV beam was used directly due to its very small absorption cross section at 193 nm. Consequently, we have observed a reduced anisotropy of angular dependent ionization rate. Therefore the modulation we observed for OCS is generally lower. Then the total ion yield was measured by changing the probe laser polarization angle from 0° to 180°, using a half wave plate. The resulted ions were detected using the position sensitive dual MCP/phosphor screen detector plus charge coupled device (CCD) camera combined with the IMACQ acquisition
program[66]. In order to minimize the effects of experimental fluctuations, data was replicated a few times and the average ion yield plotted against the probe polarization angle. Furthermore the data were calibrated for the background signals using water (H₂O) background present in the chamber. With this calibration it was expected to suppress interference of the systematic anisotropy, introduced by the optics, with the measurements itself. In these measurements the furthest sulfur atom was chosen. This condition was achieved by the displacement of the probe laser from both the photolysis laser and the molecular beam.

Figure 9: Schematic representation of the experimental setup (adapted from Lin et al.).
2.2.2 Results and Discussion

In this experiment, the plotted data of ion yield verses probe polarization angle shows the angular dependent ionization rate of sulfur atoms for the photodissociation of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{S}$ and OCS at 193 nm (Figure 10). Further, the modulations were verified using carbon disulfide ($\text{CS}_2$) molecules with the measured modulation of $\text{CS}^+$ which indicates that in our setup, there were no clear alignment effects in the parent molecules. With the observed higher noise level for $\text{CS}^+$ verifies the lack of smoothness of the curves observed for the $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{S}$ and OCS were due to the common small fluctuations in experimental conditions. However the same trend of the angular dependent ionization rate of sulfur atoms in both samples was clearly observed.

![Figure 10: Angular dependent ionization rate of sulfur atom with the recoil velocity along the photolysis laser polarization of $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{S}$, OCS and $\text{CS}_2$.](image-url)
These raw data were further analyzed and fitted using the method described below. The resulted angular dependent strong field ionization yields of sulfur atom were plotted against the polarization angle between pump and probe beams (Figure 12(a)) and the fitted results are given in red curves. The angular distribution of ion yields were fitted using the "basis" functions in order to extract the population of each magnetic sublevel. These basis functions were derived using the angular dependent ionization probabilities corresponding to each extreme population. Particularly, for sulfur (S (1D2)) case, the angular quantum number (l) is 2 (l=2) and the \( m_l \) has \( 2l+1 \) number of values (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2). Therefore, three possible extreme cases can be found. If \( P \) is the population of a magnetic sublevel corresponding to the recoil direction which is parallel to the polarization axis of the photolysis laser, the three extreme cases can be given as

\[
P(\mid m_l \mid=0)=1, \quad \sum P(\mid m_l \mid=1)=1 \quad \text{and} \quad \sum P(\mid m_l \mid=2)=1.
\]

The angular dependent ionization probabilities of these extreme cases were calculated over the laser intensity envelop in time-domain and the density matrix was then transformed with the rotational matrix as given by the equation below.

\[
I(\theta) = \sum_{|m_l|} a_{|m_l|} D_{|m_l|}(\theta) \cdot \int \omega(F,l,|m_l|) F(t) dt
\]  

(2.1)

Where \( I(\theta) \) - Measured angular dependent ion yield

\( a_{|m_l|} \) - Population Coefficient of each extreme case

\( F(t) \) - Time dependent laser electric field

\( D_{|m_l|}(\theta) \) - Density matrix at the angle \( \theta \)
Then equation 2.1 is used to construct the fitting for angular basis functions as shown in figure 11.

![Angular basis functions](image)

**Figure 11:** Angular basis functions.

The constructed $m_l$ populations for and OCS are given by figure 12(b). As it indicates a dominant population can be observed at $m_l = 0$ magnetic sublevel for both molecules. This reflects the fact that recoil velocity is perpendicular to the total angular momentum. Since the non-equilibrium $m_l$ population distributions can be used to construct the electron charge cloud distributions corresponding to the alignment of the total orbital angular momentum[67], the obtained $m_l$ population distributions of sulfur atom for both C$_2$H$_4$S and OCS were used to plot the corresponding charge cloud distributions (Figure 12(c)). In this study since we have ignored the off-diagonal elements (these elements are reflecting the coherence effect) of the density matrix, the resulted charge clouds are always showing a cylindrical symmetry.
According to the results we have obtained for C$_2$H$_4$S it can be seen that the alignment in lower magnetic sublevel is favorable. This is due to the perpendicular transition to the vibrationally excited $4p_z$ Rydberg state. This is in agreement with the previous studies carried out using DC slice imaging with a REMPI probe[21]. They also verified that the sulfur atoms dissociate from multiple potential surfaces to $4p_x$ Rydberg.
state via parallel transitions. However, in comparison to the ion imaging methods we have obtained higher magnitude in the alignment signal which implies the higher sensitivity of the SFI probe in atomic polarizations.

The results of the OCS show a discrepancy to the previous studies performed by Lee et al.[19] The comparison indicates that they have obtained the highest population at $|m_l|=1$ state. It is worth pointing out a few of the possible reasons for such a discrepancy. First of all, as mentioned in their paper higher order moments can cause overestimation. When only up to quadruple moment was included the results agreed with our results, which shows a peak at $|m_l|=0$. In our data analysis we have neglected the possible yield from the S(3P) channel. If there was a considerable contribution from the yield from S(3P), that could cause a difference in the modulations. This could be because we have used an unpolarized photolysis laser instead of the linear polarized laser in order to achieve a reasonable signal level.

In general we have shown the SFI is capable of probing atomic alignment effect in photodissociation events. SFI probe has its advantages such as simplicity and higher sensitivity than the previously used conventional methods. It also has a drawback in terms of the laser intensity estimations in the interaction region. This could lead for an uncertainty in constructing the basis functions. However, it is possible to use more accurate methods[68] in laser intensity calculation to overcome this obstacle.

As a conclusion, due to its extreme non linearity SFI can be used as a successful tool in probing orbital alignment in photodissociation events as demonstrated by this presented studies. This understanding is valuable in providing extra information
of the dynamical pathway of any photodissociation event and thus, eventually useful in
studies of reaction dynamics.

2.3 Strong Field Ionization Probe of Atomic Orbital Orientation

So far the SFI rate dependence was discussed only with the non-statistical $m$ numbers. However it would be even more useful to investigate whether there is a
dependence of SFI with the sign of the magnetic quantum number, because it will
facilitate the SFI to probe the information, such as time-resolved $m$ distributions.
Therefore, further studies were carried out in order to investigate the sensitivity of SFI to
the atomic orientation. However, it is well known that in a one-photon ionization and
field ionization of Rydberg states, there is a preferable ionization in circularly polarized
light to the sign of $m$[69, 70].

In the field of tunnel ionization almost all equations show no dependence
of the ionization rate to the sign of magnetic quantum number. A theoretical paper
published by Tulenko et al. gives an explicit formula for SFI in a circularly polarized
laser field, which also contained only the absolute value of the magnetic quantum
number[71]. However, parallel to our experimental studies, Barth and co-workers
published a theoretical study showing that there is a sensitivity of SFI rate to the sign of
magnetic quantum number[72]. They have developed the following equations (2.3)
which show an explicit dependence of the ionization rate on the sign of the $m$.

\[
w_{p_m}(\varepsilon, \omega) = I_p |C_{kl}|^2 \frac{\varepsilon}{2\varepsilon_0} h_{p_m}(\gamma)e^{\frac{2\varepsilon_0 g(\gamma)}{3\varepsilon}}, m = \pm 1
\]

(2.3)
Where,

\( w = \) ionization rate

\( I_p = \) ionization potential

\[
h_{pm}(\gamma) = h_s(\gamma) \frac{3(1+\gamma^2)}{2(1-\zeta_o^2)} \left( \frac{\zeta_o^2/\gamma^2 + 1 + \zeta_o \text{sgn}(m)}{1+\gamma^2} \right)^2
\]  

(2.4)

\( \zeta_o = (2I_p)^{3/2} \),

\( k = \sqrt{2I_p} \)

\( l = \) orbital quantum number

\( m = \) magnetic quantum number

\[
g(\gamma) = \frac{3\zeta_o}{\gamma^2(1-\zeta_o^2)} \sqrt{\left(1+\gamma^2\right)} \frac{\zeta_o^2/\gamma^2 + 1}{1}\]

The \( \zeta_o \) is a parameter, for \( 0 \leq \zeta_o \leq 1 \), \( \zeta_o \) satisfies the equation of

\[
\frac{\sqrt{1-\delta_o}}{1+\delta_o} = \tanh \frac{1}{1-\delta_o} \sqrt{\frac{\delta_o^2+\gamma^2}{1+\gamma^2}}.
\]

In their studies they found out that the ionization rate for \( m=-1 \) is three times higher than that of the \( m=+1 \) in circular fields.

Additionally, these studies become more interested since the circular polarized light has been used widely in the production of isolated attosecond pulses using polarization grating experiments[73, 74] and in the measurement of correlated electron dynamics by the angular streaking technique[75, 76]. Therefore, these studies are very important to the field of attosecond science.
2.3.1 Experimental Approach

In our lab we have conducted a simple pump-probe experiment in order to verify the dependence of the SFI rate on the sign of the magnetic quantum number in a circularly polarized laser field. The concept is to compare the sequential double ionization (SDI) yields of argon by two nearly-circularly polarized laser pulses with the same helicity and that with the opposite helicity. If SFI prefers one sign of the magnetic quantum number to the other, the first pump pulse would produce single ions with the oriented orbital angular momentum. The probe pulse will see this non-statistical $m$ distribution and thus the total ion yield will be different depending whether the pump and probe have the same or opposite helicities (Figure 13).

**Figure 13:** Schematic representation of the experimental approach of verifying dependence of SFI rate to the sign of $m$. 
This experiment was performed with a newly built velocity mapping coincidence apparatus used as a time-of-flight spectrometer. As shown in figure 14, the laser beam was split into pump and probe beams with the power of 300 µJ, 600 µJ, and the corresponding laser intensities of $\sim 9 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$ and $\sim 1.4 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$, respectively. The quarter wave plates (QWP) were used in each beam to produce the circularly polarized light and the ellipticity of each beam is 0.8. The helicity of the pump beam was changed by rotating the QWP by 90 degrees and each case has ellipticity of 0.88 and 0.8. Argon gas was introduced to the chamber through a 20-micron diameter aperture. The produced dications, traveled through 20 cm flight tube, were then detected using MCP/Phosphor detector and recorded using a CCD camera conjunction with IMACQ acquisition program.

**Figure 14:** Experimental setup. A sketch diagram of the designed pump-probe experiment using circularly polarized laser field.
2.3.2 Results and Discussion

In this experiment first, the time-dependent ion yield of argon dications were extracted (Figure 15). Then the double ionization yield measurements were extracted when the two beams were delayed by about 500 femtoseconds in order to avoid the implications from the non-sequential double ionization (NSDI).

Figure 15: The time dependent Ar^{2+} yield. The grey arrow marks the time delay used for the data extraction.

Then, the SDI yield of argon was measured under four different laser conditions, as both lasers on (ion yield labeled as I_{pp}), pump beam off (I_{pr}), probe beam off (I_{pu}) and both beam off (I_d, dark counts). The argon dications produced sequentially by the pump and the probe were calculated using the equation 2.5 given below.

\[ I_{SDI} = I_{pp} - I_{pr} - I_{pu} + I_d \]  
(2.5)
We recorded 10 sets of data with alternating pump polarization helicity and then all the data sets were averaged. The averaged data is shown in figure 16. The calculated $I_{SDI-LR}$ (LR stands for the opposite helicity between the pump and the probe) and $I_{SDI-RR}$ are $4.21 \pm 0.98$ and $1.16 \pm 0.92$, respectively.

**Figure 16:** The ion yield of $\text{Ar}^{2+}$ under different laser conditions: $I_{pp}$ with both laser on; $I_{pr}$, the pump laser off; $I_{pu}$, the probe laser off; $I_d$, both laser off. Solid squares: opposite pump-probe helicity; hollow circles: same pump-probe helicity. The inset is a zoom-in of the ion yields with the probe laser blocked and both lasers blocked, showing the very small variation in ion yield for the pump alone case.

However, we still need to rule out the slight ellipticity difference between the right and left circular polarization of the pump beam. For this, we measured the single ion yield produced by the pump beam alone, they showed only <3% of difference between right and left circularly polarized light. This number is also consistent with the
dication produced by pump alone $I_{pu}$, which are varied by ~4% between two helicities. Therefore, the observed difference (>300%) in sequential double ionization of argon has to arise from the difference in relative helicity between the pump and the probe beams.

Data analysis was done by deriving an expression for the ionization rate ratio of $m=+1$ to $m=-1$. In argon, 3p sub shell has three magnetic quantum numbers of -1, 0, +1. If their ionization rates in right circularly polarized light are $w_{-1R}$, $w_{0R}$ and $w_{+1R}$, respectively, the following expressions are true, $w_{-1R} = w_{+1R}$; $w_{0R} = w_{0R}$; $w_{+1R} = w_{-1R}$ by symmetry. Under the assumption of a flat laser envelope, we have related the expression for the ionization rate ratios at the two different helicity configurations to the measured ion yield ratio as shown by the equation 2.6.

\[
\frac{I_{SDI-LR}}{I_{SDI-RR}} = \frac{(\alpha + \beta)\alpha' + (1 + \alpha)\beta + (1 + \beta)}{(1 + \beta)\alpha' + (1 + \alpha)\beta + (\alpha + \beta)}
\]  

(2.6)

Where,

\[
\alpha = \frac{w_{-1R}}{w_{+1R}} ; \alpha' = \frac{w_{0R}'}{w_{+1R}'} ; \beta = \frac{w_{0R}}{w_{+1R}} ; \beta' = \frac{w_{0R}'}{w_{+1R}'}
\]

(Prime denotes the ionizations corresponding to the probe beam.)

Since the ionization rate of $m=0$ sublevels are comparatively smaller than that if $m=\pm1$ the equation 2.5 can be further simplified to the following expression.

\[
\frac{I_{SDI-LR}}{I_{SDI-RR}} = \frac{\alpha \alpha' + 1}{\alpha + \alpha'}
\]  

(2.7)
It can be seen that if either ratio is 1, which shows no preference between the signs of the magnetic quantum number, the right hand side of equation 2.7 becomes unity no matter what the value of the other ratio is and thus no enhancement or suppression will be observed in the measured ion yields. A non-unity ratio between ion yields requires that strong field ionization in circularly polarized light prefers one sign of $m$ to the other in both neutral and single ions.

According to the experimental data we obtained a non-unity value for this ratio which is 3.63. We used this value in equation 4 and plotted $\alpha$ vs. $\alpha'$ (Figure 17). This plot shows that both ratios are higher than 3.63 while the exact values depend on their positions at the hyperbola. These larger than unity ratios indicate the fact that in the processes of ionizing neutral atoms and single ions by circularly polarized light, the same sign of $m$ is preferred.

The theoretical ionization rate ratios were calculated as a comparison between the experimental results and the prediction of theory. The Keldysh parameters were calculated according to the intensities of our pump and probe beams and the values turn out to be 1.2 and 1.3. Then by using the equations (2.2) given in the studies of Barth et al, the values of $\alpha$, $\alpha'$ were calculated to be 4.0, and 4.2, respectively. In experimentally under the assumption of $\alpha=\alpha'$, due to very similar Keldysh parameters, the values of $\alpha$, $\alpha'$ are 7.1. These are almost twice of the theoretical values. Considering the large uncertainty in the experiment measurement, they appear in fair agreement. However, a more realistic comparison between the experiment and the theory has to include the laser intensity and focal volume averaging. Here we show the
laser intensity averaging tends to reduce the observed ion yield ratio. The laser pulse used is a Gaussian-shaped 70 fs FWHM pulse with a temporal intensity profile of $F(t)$. The peak intensity is adjusted so that the integration of the total pulse envelope matches the average intensity measured in the experiment. The form of equation 2.7 still applies while the ionization rate ratios $\alpha$ and $\alpha'$ are replaced by the ionization probability ratios, which are computed as

$$\chi = \frac{\int w_{-1R}(F(t))dt}{\int w_{+1R}(F(t))dt} \quad \text{and} \quad \chi' = \frac{\int w'_{-1R}(F(t))dt}{\int w'_{+1R}(F(t))dt},$$

where $w_{-1R}(F(t))(w'_{-1R}(F(t)))$ and $w_{+1R}(F(t))(w'_{+1R}(F(t)))$ are the ionization rates of $m=-1$ and $m=1$ for the pump (probe) at a laser intensity of $F(t)$. All ionization rates are taken from reference[72]. The calculated ionization yield ratio between the two helicity configurations is 1.56, which is much smaller than the measured 3.63 and also smaller than that calculated with the average laser intensities. A focal volume averaging is likely to further reduce this ratio. It is possible to achieve a better agreement by varying the laser intensity. However this requires the laser intensity to be at least one order of magnitude lower than the experimental values and this is beyond the uncertainty in estimating the laser intensity. We conclude there is a quantitative discrepancy between experimental measurements and the theoretical predictions. However, recent theoretical work of Bath and co-workers[77] verifies that the origin of this discrepancy can be overcome by focal volume averaging. Further, they have reported the calculated values of ionization rate ratios to be 6.6 which are in close agreement with the experimental values of 7.1. Accordingly, we can now conclude that the results are in a good quantitative and qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions.
Figure 17: The experimentally constrained ratios of strong field ionization rates between $m=1$ and $m=-1$ sublevels of neutral argon atom ($\alpha$) and single argon ion ($\alpha'$) by right circularly polarized light. The black square shows the ionization rate ratios calculated from the theory by Barth et al. (the uncertainty arises from the laser intensity estimate, which is ~20%). The cross marks the values extracted from the experiment if $\alpha$ and $\alpha'$ are assumed to be equal due to similar Keldysh parameters.

In order to understand the observed results in an intuitive way, we proposed the coulomb suppressed barrier as a "doorway" for electron to tunnel out (Figure 18). However, this doorway is not fully open and it is only with a certain probability ($P$) that electrons can tunnel out even though they are spatially close this doorway. For circularly polarized light, this doorway is rotating at the frequency of the laser. For rotating electrons with a nonzero magnetic quantum number, the helicity is determined by the sign of $m$. The relative helicity between electrons and photons affects
the encounter frequency between the electrons and the suppressed barrier ($\gamma$). The encounter frequency can be estimated with $\gamma = v_e \pm v_L$ where $v_e$, $v_L$ are the frequency of the electron rotation and the laser frequency, respectively and the plus sign is used for the opposite helicity. The final ionization probability can be written as $\gamma P$.

**Figure 18:** A schematic representation of the effect of the relative rotation of the electron and the photon on the ionization rate when picturing the SCB as a doorway for tunneling. When they are (a) with the same helicities (b) with the opposite helicities (c) at $P_z$ orbital, the ionization rates were considered.

According to this simple picture we can conclude the followings:

1. Electrons counter-rotating with the laser helicity will be preferably ionized.
2. The ionization rate increases with the laser frequency for counter rotating but decrease for co-rotating electrons while the ratio between them increases.
3. The ionization rate for $m=0$ sublevel is greatly reduced due to a destructive interference.

These results are in general agreement with the previous theory[72] except that in their calculation the ionization rate of co-rotating electron also increases slowly with the laser
frequency. It will be interesting to compare these with experimental data at different laser frequencies or numerical methods.

With the observed measurements of the dication yield with two spatially overlapped but temporally delayed near circularly polarized laser we can summarized the strong field ionization rate by circularly polarized light depend on the relative helicities of the photons and electrons. Our measurements indicate that for the argon ionization the dication yield for the opposite photon helicity is three times higher than that with the same helicity. It can be also concluded that the single ionization of both neutral and ion preferred the same sign of magnetic quantum number. Even though these conclusions were made with argon we believe it is common for any atom with non-zero orbital angular momentum.

As a conclusion, the first experimental observational of the dependence of strong field ionization rate on the sign of the magnetic quantum number was seen providing an insight to the studies related to the SFI as an ultrafast probe of photodissociation dynamics that involves orbital orientation.
2.4. Summary

To summarize, the utility of SFI as a probe in nuclear/structural dynamics has taken another step forward with the studies of its sensitivity to atomic alignment and atomic orbital orientation discussed in this chapter. These studies reflect the fact that the developed SFI is an ultrafast probe with the sensitivity of atomic polarization and can be implemented in time-resolved atomic polarization studies. Further investigations on SFI rate dependence of atomic orbital orientation in different systems were performed in order to study the effect of spin orbital coupling and will be described in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 3

Helicity Dependence of SFI in Krypton and Xenon

3.1 Introduction

To date, circularly polarized laser fields have been used in many important studies related to ultrafast science. In production of isolated attosecond pulses using polarization gating experiments\cite{74, 78} is one of the known examples. Also in attosecond streaking experiments a strong circularly polarized laser field is used as a probe to study electron dynamics in atoms and molecules\cite{75, 79}. With the application of circularly polarized light in the field of ultrafast science, it is important to pay more attention to how the tunneling picture is affected by the ellipticity of the desired laser field. So far, even in the circularly polarized laser field, the tunneling process is treated as an adiabatic process, which implies that the motion of the tunneling barrier does not affect the electron dynamics and those electrons that escape along the direction of the electric field regardless of the rotation in each tunneling event.

It is well known that in one-photon ionization circularly polarized light preferentially ionizes the co-rotating electrons with the circular field than the electron rotated in the opposite direction\cite{80}. Also in the field ionization of Rydberg states, the ionization is dominant for the Rydberg electrons co-rotating with the circularly polarized microwave field\cite{69, 70}. However, as described in chapter 2, recent theoretical studies have placed attention on exploring the selectivity of strong field ionization to the sign of magnetic quantum number in circularly polarized laser fields\cite{72}. In these studies, they have shown that in contrast to one-photon ionization and Rydberg state ionization, in
tunneling, electron counter-rotating with circular laser field preferably escape through the tunneling barrier. This theoretical prediction supported our experimental hypothesis of investigating the dependence of SFI rate to the atomic orbital orientation. In our lab we have designed a fairly simple experiment to empirically verify the dependence of SFI rate on the sign of the magnetic quantum number \( m \).

As described in chapter 2, we have successfully demonstrated that probing atomic orientation shows a dependence between the SFI rate ionization and the sign of \( m \). The experiment was carried out by measuring the sequential double ionization (SDI) yields of argon, using two nearly-circularly polarized laser fields with the same helicity and opposite helicity [62]. If SFI prefers one sign of the magnetic quantum number over the other, the first pump pulse would produce single ions with a non-statistical \( m \) distribution (the ion’s orbital angular momentum is orientated). The probe pulse will see this \( m \) distribution and thus the total ion yield will be different depending on whether the pump and probe have the same or opposite helicities. With this experiment we discovered the strong field ionization rate depends on the relative helicity of the photon and electron. Particularly, for argon the measured yield of counter-rotating helicities are three times higher than that of the co-rotating case. However, a discrepancy was seen between the theoretical values and the experimental values observed in these studies.

It has occurred that it is worth to extend these studies to further investigate how the helicity dependence of the SFI probe is affected by factors such as laser intensities. Moreover, since argon is the only system which shows such dependence so
far, we have taken a further step to see if the other noble gases are sensitive to the helicity dependence of SFI. Especially, the more complicated atoms with spin orbital effect, such as krypton and xenon. It will be also interesting to see how the helicity dependence would change as it goes from argon to xenon. That might provide additional information regarding the process based on the properties changing over a period in the periodic table. In a circularly polarized laser field with its sensitivity to the electron rotation having the spin orbit interactions will complicate the picture. Therefore, the helicity dependence of krypton and xenon were also studied by comparing the sequential double ionization yield for similar and opposite helicities between the pump and probe beams.

Laser intensity is a key feature which could directly influence the modulations of double ionization yields. As given in the theoretical studies of Bath and co-workers[72] the ionization rate of co-rotating electrons with the laser helicity increases with the laser frequency. This however is not in agreement with our previous understanding as described in chapter 2. To recall, we have concluded that the ionization rate increases with laser frequency for counter-rotating electrons with the laser helicity but decrease for co-rotating electrons while the ratio between them increases. This controversy directed our experimental studies to measure these ratios in order to have a comparison between the experimental verses theoretical understandings. Therefore, the variation of the modulation depth of the helicity dependence with varying laser intensities, were studied as well. There are considerable studies of understanding double ionization probabilities as a function of laser intensities[81-83]. It is been well understood that, in the presence of an intense laser
field there are two possible mechanisms for double ionization. SDI related to a single active electron approximation and the non-sequential double ionization (NSDI), the emission of two electrons due to the e-e recollision between a core electron and the ionized electron which brought back by reverse phase of the laser field. Many experimental and theoretical studies confirmed that in different intensity regimes, different double ionization mechanisms become dominant. Specifically it is known to be that the electron correlated double ionization mechanism, the NSDI is showing several times higher probability of ionization than the SDI for certain intensity regimes. This even resulted a "knee" feature in the plot of double ionization probability as the function of laser intensities[84,85]. These kind of interesting features motivate us to study the intensity dependence on helicity base modulations of double ionization in krypton and xenon.

3.2 Experimental Approach

The experimental setup is similar to the setup used in our previous studies [62]. The velocity mapping coincidence apparatus was used as a time-of-flight spectrometer to measure the ion yield in these studies. The laser was a ~70 fs, 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire amplification system (KMLabs, Red Dragon). The laser beam was split into one pump beam and one probe beam with a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer (Figure 19(a)). The probe beam was bounced off two turning mirrors, which were both mounted on a motorized translation stage and thus the time delay between the pump and probe beam could be varied continuously. Both beams were focused onto the atomic beam by two plano-convex lenses (FL) (f/40 for pump and f/50 for probe). Before
the lenses, we inserted a quarter wave plate (QWP) in each beam to produce circularly polarized light. The measured ellipticity of the pump beam is 0.9. The helicity of the pump beam was changed by rotating the QWP which was mounted in an automated rotational stage. The measured ellipticities of the probe beam with right and left circularly polarization are 0.92 and -0.94, respectively. A half wave plate (HWP) followed by a grid polarizer (GP) was installed in each beam in order to change the power of each beam independently. The krypton and xenon gases were seeded with helium and introduced into the chamber through a 20-micron diameter aperture in the source chamber. The produced dications were extracted by the multi-lens velocity mapping electrode assembly and impacted upon a micro-channel plate (MCP)/phosphor detector after flying through a 20-cm-long time-of-flight tube. The resulting signal was recorded by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera in conjunction with the IMACQ acquisition program.

For the studies of krypton and xenon the total laser power of 1.8 mJ/pulse was used. In order to minimize the implications from the non-sequential double ionization (NSDI) the measurements were taken with 500 fs delay between the pump and probe beams. The power of the pump beam was changed while that of the probe beam was kept constant in such a way that the SDI regime is achieved[86]. The corresponding laser intensity range of the pump beam was calculated to be (~1.93x10^{14} W/cm^2) to (~2.88x10^{14} W/cm^2) and the laser intensity of the probe beam was (~2.02x10^{14} W/cm^2) for krypton. For the xenon the pump intensity range was varied from (~6.75x10^{13} W/cm^2) to (~3.01x10^{14} W/cm^2) while the probe beam was at (~2.02x10^{14} W/cm^2). The SDI yield was measured by varying the probe beam helicity by rotating the QWP from 300° to (-
300°), with the step size of 5°. The measurements were taken when both beams are present and when only the probe beam is present. Then the double ionization coming only from the pump beam was measured. Next, similar measurements were carried out for both krypton and xenon under different power conditions of the pump beam. Then the single ionization of the pump beam at different laser powers was measured as well.

Figure 19: Experimental setup: a) the schematic representation of the optics for the helicity dependent studies (BS-beam splitter, HWP- half wave plate, GP-grid polarizer, QWP-quarter wave plate, FL-focusing lens), b) the schematic illustration of the experimental approach (see the text).
3.3 Results and Data Interpretation

3.3.1 Helicity Dependence of Krypton and Xenon

The SDI yield of krypton and xenon was measured with the varying probe helicity by scanning the angle of the probe-QWP. The ion yields of each species were collected under four laser conditions. The dications of each species produced sequentially by the pump and the probe beams at the highest elipticity, were calculated using 3.1.

\[ I_{SDI} = I_{pp} - I_{pr} - I_{pu} + I_d \quad (3.1) \]

Ion yields when, both lasers on \( (I_{pp}) \), pump beam off \( (I_{pr}) \), probe beam off \( (I_{pu}) \) and both beam off \( (I_d, \text{ dark counts}) \). The raw data of \( (I_{pp} - I_{pr}) \) was shown in figure 20 for krypton and xenon. The calculated \( I_{SDI-RL} \) and \( I_{SDI-RR} \) values of each atom is given in table 1 (RL stands for the opposite helicity between the pump and the probe, while RR is the same helicity between pump and probe).

As demonstrated in chapter 2, it is concluded that the SFI rate depends on the sign of magnetic quantum number. In these extended studies with the different atoms, the previous conclusions are still held true. The underlying physical processes of these measurements are as follows: the pump laser first preferably depletes the sublevel of one sign of the magnetic quantum number in the single ions; then, the probe laser with an opposite helicity can further ionize the sublevel with the opposite sign of \( m \), while the probe laser with the same helicity sees a depleted population of the sublevel.
with the same sign of $m$ and thus the ionization yield of the dication is lower (Figure 19 (b)).

Figure 20: Helicity dependence of (a) krypton (b) xenon. Double ionization yield was plotted against the variation of the elipticity (blue line, minimum and the maximum represent the highest elipticity) of the probe beam.
However, xenon shows less modulation depths compared to both krypton and argon. This could be due to strong spin orbital interactions of xenon[87]. This spin orbital interaction effect can scramble the angular momentum quantum number and it will no more be a good quantum number. Therefore, as it goes from argon to xenon the modulations reflecting the sensitivity of the SFI rate to the helicity observed to be lower.

### 3.3.2 Laser Power Dependence of the Helicity Effect in Krypton and Xenon

The SDI yield measurements of krypton and xenon were taken under varying laser power. The sequentially produced dication yields by the pump and the probe under each laser intensity, were calculated using 3.1 and also the ratios of single ionization yield of the pump beam between each laser intensities (I_{single}) were calculated. Then the calculated \(((I_{SDI-RL}-I_{SDI-RR})/I_{single})\) plotted with each laser intensity is given in figure 21 (red dots) for both krypton and xenon. The modulations were shown to be decreasing with the increased intensity. In order to compare the observed trend in experimental data, we have preformed the theoretical calculation of ionization rate difference at each laser intensity using the derived equation in ref [72](3.2).
The relevant Keldysh parameters \( \gamma \) \((\gamma = \sqrt{\frac{I_p}{2U_p}}; \text{ where } I_p \text{ is the ionization potential and } U_p \text{ is the ponderomotive potential})\) were calculated for each laser intensity. Then the corresponding \( h_{p_m}(\gamma) \) values were calculated. Since \( w_{p_m}(\varepsilon, \omega) \propto h_{p_m}(\gamma) \) for \( m=\pm 1 \), the difference of the ionization rate between \( m=+1 \) and \( m=-1 \) can be given as \( (h_{p(+1)}(\gamma) - h_{p(-1)}(\gamma)) \). Finally, these calculated values of ionization yield difference between same and opposite helicities were plotted as a function of laser intensity for comparison with the experimental results. This theory verses the experimental comparison is shown in figure 17.

According to the laser intensity dependant studies of the sensitivity of SFI rate to the helicity, as the circularly laser field intensity increases the modulations decreased. The similar trend was observed for the calculated values based on the theoretical representation provided by Barth an co-workers[72]. However, the comparatively the magnitude of the modulations are one order magnitude lower for the experimental case than that of the calculated values.

\[
w_{p_m}(\varepsilon, \omega) = I_p \left| C_{kl} \right|^2 \frac{\varepsilon}{2\varepsilon_0} h_{p_m}(\gamma) e^{-\frac{2\varepsilon_0}{3\varepsilon}g(\gamma)}, m = \pm 1
\]
Figure 21: Comparison of experimental verses theoretical. The experimental (black squares) and theoretical (red dots) values of helicity dependent ionization yield with respect to the laser intensities for (a) krypton and (b) xenon.
3.4 Discussion

As mentioned in section 3.1 in the presence of a strong laser field interaction with matter, under the possible phenomena there will be two possibilities for double ionization. Those mechanisms are known to be sequential double ionization (SDI) and non sequential double ionization (NSDI). SDI is when the double ionization process happens step wise where the atom loses two electrons one after the other. On the other hand in NSDI two electrons are emitted together and the emission of the second electron is influenced by the collision of the first electron, which has been driven back towards the core by the reverse phase of the ionized laser field[88]. Based on these understandings, in our experiment we can derive general expression for the total double ionization yield as follows.

\[
Total X^{2+} = NP_{pump}^{2+} + (N - NP_{pump}^{2+})P_{probe}^{2+} + NP_{pump}^{1+\rightarrow2+} \tag{3.3}
\]

Where, \( N \) is the initial population and \( P \) is the ionization probability for each beam. According to equation 3.3, the modulation depth related to the difference between double ionization yields of pump and probe beam having same helicities or the opposite helicities (\( I_{RL}-I_{RR} \)), can be written as follows.

\[
Total X^{2+} \text{ difference of Rand L} = NP_{pump}^{+}(P_{probe}^{1+\rightarrow2+} - P_{probe}^{2+}) \tag{3.4}
\]

This relationship simply represents that the total difference in double ionization for same and opposite helicities is proportional to the difference between SDI yield (\( P_{probe}^{1+\rightarrow2+} \)) and NSDI yield (\( P_{probe}^{2+} \)) of this experiment.
However, it is considered that in a presence of a circularly or elliptically polarized laser field the yield of NSDI is highly unlikely or almost impossible. This is due to the fact that the ellipticity prevents the chances of recollision mechanism by steering away the first-ionized electron in a transversal direction. There are early experimental evidence on this manner[89-91]. Recently, the NSDI behavior with the elliptically polarized light was also predicted theoretically to be minimized under classical approaches[92]. Under those understandings, in our experiment we have neglect the contribution coming from NSDI from the probe beam assuming that the yield of NSDI is completely suppressed in circularly polarized laser field. However, in our experimental studies with argon, we have shown a discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values where the experimental values are larger than the calculated values.

On the other hand, recent experimental studies have shown a breakdown of the independent electron assumption in strong field double ionization and suggested that the NSDI is not driven by recollision[93]. There are experiments showing a significant NSDI events in NO and O$_2$ in a circular polarized laser field[94]. These evidences have complicated the picture of double ionization in a laser field with a considerable ellipticity. Based on these facts, in our experimental approach if we do not assume NSDI yield to be zero, we would have obtained a lower value for ionization ratio of argon which could have been in better agreement with theoretical values. Therefore, in the future more experimental effort will be needed in order to verify the real effect of NSDI in a circular polarized laser field in the tunneling regime.
3.5 Summary

In conclusion, similarly as argon, with krypton and xenon, the strong field ionization rate depends on the sign of quantum number. In general, the modulations of the double ionization yield decreases as going down the periodic table for noble gases. The helicity dependence ion yield modulations of krypton and xenon are decreased with the increased intensities of the laser fileld. The data may have represented evidence on the influence of NSDI in double ionization yield in circularly polarized laser field. Closer investigations in verifying and understanding these observations would be useful in the applications of elliptically polarized light.
CHAPTER 4

Experimental Set up for Non-linear Atttosecond Spectroscopy

4.1 Introduction

Even though, the attosecond science and related experiments have great importance to access the fundamental level of natural processes, it comes with many challenges. That makes achieving attosecond spectroscopy a demanding task for many reasons. First of all, as the central wave lengths of produced attosecond pulses are in XUV region very specific optics has to be used. Next, due to its short wavelength, X-rays can be absorbed by most materials, and thereby, the experiment has to be carried out in vacuum to avoid absorption by air. This makes it extra difficult for beam manipulation procedures, such as laser alignment and separation of X-rays from the residual of fundamental laser frequencies. It is also noteworthy that the optical stability of the system is highly required for attosecond experiments. Especially if the beam travels through several meters, the optical path stability becomes one of the key features in maintaining the attosecond time resolution in pump-probe type experiments. On top of these limitations, recent interest in the field of attosecond science has focused on the development of pump-probe type experimental setups to perform XUV-pump-XUV-probe type of studies. Many proposed studies stress the importance of such experiments due to their vast and yet interesting applications, such as real-time probing of the electron dynamics related to charge migration, relaxation and charge-directed reactivity. However, this becomes quite a challenging task due to the major technical issues related to the process of attosecond pulse generation and detection systems.
The main obstacle is the flux of the attosecond source, which has been too low to achieve pump-probe type studies. The conversion efficiency (the energy ratio between the fundamental beam and the resulting harmonics) is low ($10^{-5}$) in the HHG process, hence limiting the intensities of the output harmonic beam. To date, many studies are aimed at enhancing the intensities of attosecond pulses[95, 96].

The next limitation arises from the lack of an advanced detection system to capture the electron dynamics. Developing a detection system for attosecond experiments is a crucial step. In usual pump-probe experiments there are two kinds of detectors used based on measuring time of flight or measuring the momentum distribution of the photo-fragments; photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and micro channel plates (MCP). However, the best detection approach for attosecond systems is measuring capabilities of both position and the arrival time. These three-dimensional (3D) detectors can measure the 3D momentum vector of each fragment. Such advances will facilitate the assignment of an electron to its parent ion based on the conservation of momentum. These types of electron-ion coincidence measurements will help to understand the ultrafast dynamics occurred in attosecond time domain. For instance, considering a two-photon double ionization process, it has been calculated that electron correlation manifests itself in photoelectron angular distribution when both electrons’ momenta can be measured simultaneously. Such a scheme requires coincidence measurements among two electrons and one dication. In this way, the system can extract the two electrons corresponding to the double ionization event by removing the background arising from the dominant single ionization event. Therefore,
coincidence imaging is a good candidate as a detection system for attosecond spectroscopy.

In this thesis, a considerable effort was taken to overcome these common technical difficulties and to develop a unique, novel experimental setup facilitating XUV-pump-XUV-probe capabilities. This chapter will describe the implementation of the instrumentation set up for intense attosecond pulse train (APT) production using high order harmonic generation (HHG) together with the instrument fabrication and optimization for the ion-electron coincidence measurements. In these studies we achieved high flux APTs using a high power, high repetition rate femtosecond laser combined with loose focusing geometry in HHG. The system was verified to provide enough flux by observing two-photon double ionization of xenon with 1 kHz repetition rate. Moreover, in our investigations, an efficient detection system was developed to achieve ion-electron coincidence measurements of the xenon double ionization using APTs, for the first time.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Simple schematic representation of the experimental setup was shown in figure 22. A description of each component will be discussed separately.

A femtosecond, Ti:Sapphire 15 mJ (~ 800 nm, 1 kHz) laser was focused through a long focal length lens (f=~4m) inside the HHG gas cell. The gas cell was separated by two fabricated aluminum filters mounted in two manually controlled gate valves. The focused laser beam will burn through the aluminum filters while it passed
though the gas cell. The gas cell was filled with xenon gas and plasma was produced by the ionization of xenon atoms producing high order harmonics. The resulting XUV beam together with the residual IR beam was directed towards the reaction chamber and separated by a harmonic separator. This was done with a super polished silicon substrate placed at its Brewster angle for the red light thus, dominantly reflect the XUV light towards the main chamber while absorbing more than 99.999% of the IR laser. The XUV beam is then collimated using three apertures of 4 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm diameter respectively, before it enters the reaction chamber. Inside the reaction chamber, the laser beam was aligned in such a way that it does not intersect the molecular beam as it travels through the reaction chamber but will hit the reflection.

Figure 22: The experimental setup; HHG beam line together with the coincidence measurement chamber.
mirror (a plano-concave boron carbide mirror with the focal length of 12 cm) and is focused back in to the continuous molecular beam providing higher intensity needed for double ionization. The produced ions and electrons were then directed by electric fields towards the micro-channel plate (MCP)/phosphor detector and Delay Line Detector (DLD), respectively. Then the signal was processed through time to digital convertor (TDC) and recorded using CoboldPC software (RoentDek GmbH). A magnetic coil was built around the main chamber to cancel out the effect coming from the earth magnetic field.

4.2.1 Laser System

The femtosecond lasers technology become possible when a fascinating process called laser mode-locking was implemented[97]. Mode-lock is a phenomenon of combining a series of longitudinal laser modes while the phase relationship among them remains fixed. In the presence of synchronized oscillations of highly-coherent, phase-locked will result a short-lived constructive interference between those oscillating waves. This will lead the total energy of the radiation to concentrate in to very short periods. This short-lived field enhancement can be repeated periodically with the period which is similar to the inverse of the frequency between two successive phase-locked modes. Consequently, a train of ultra-short pulses with a duration as short as a few femtoseconds can be produced at the output of a mode-locked laser. Among many techniques in which several modes can be locked, the most efficient implementation is, mirror-dispersion-controlled (MDC), Kerr-lens mode-locked (KLM), titanium sapphire(Ti:Sapphire) oscillators. In Ti:Sapphire systems the lasing medium (sapphire crystal) is doped with titanium ions. This laser system is capable of producing high
power pulses with ultra-short pulse durations typically around 20-100 fs through seeding a chirped pulsed amplification system (CPA) with a mode-locked oscillator beam[98]. Figure 22 demonstrates the basic components of Ti:Sapphire laser systems.

![Diagram of Ti:Sapphire laser system components](image)

**Figure 23:** Simple schematic representation of the mechanism of an ultrafast laser (recreated from [99]).

In a CPA system the ultra-short pulses are first stretched by the stretcher by introducing a group velocity dispersion (GVD) or chirp. This is to make the pulse longer and thus reduce the intensity to prevent damage to the optics during and after amplification. Then these pulses are amplified to a high energy pulse and sent to a compressor to recompress the long pulse to high power short pulse. These short pulses can then be used to produce XUV attosecond pulses through HHG. In this particular study, a femtosecond 800 nm IR (Red dragon KM labs), Ti:Sapphire laser system of 15 mJ laser energy operating at 1 kHz repetition rate with a 25 fs pulse duration was used.
in the production of HHG. The pulse duration was verified using the frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) (MesaPhotonics) measurements.

4.3 High Harmonic Generation process

High harmonic generation is a process which can convert laser light in a certain wavelength to a coherent light field in several orders lower wavelength range. High order harmonic generation is so far the most successful method of generating attosecond pulses (XUV pulses) among other potential alternatives, such as synchrotrons and free electron lasers. When an intense ultrashort laser focused into a gas cell the tunnel ionization is taking place through the suppressed coulomb barrier. Then these electrons are accelerated and can also be driven back to the atom as the phase of the laser field is changed. The recombination of these electrons with the atoms can produce higher harmonics with the frequency of the driven laser. As this process is repeating at each laser half cycle, a train of coherent, equally spaced pulses are generated with a duration of a few hundred attoseconds. The first experimental evidence of HHG was shown by Ferray et al. illustrating infrared light (1047 nm) to XUV (50nm to 180nm)[43]. In general there are two kinds of attosecond pulse generating approaches; attosecond pulse trains and isolated attosecond pulses. Each approach depends on the application and both have related pros and cons. Considerable effort has been taken to implement both of these techniques in performing pump-probe experiments.
**Attosecond Pulse Trains (APT):** In the process of high order harmonic generation the resulted harmonics are odd integer multiples of the frequency of the fundamental laser providing a broad plateau spectrum. By combining the harmonics over this plateau region a train of attosecond pulses can be created. If the phase is controlled over the summation it will produce a train of sub-femtosecond pulses separated by half of the period of the fundamental laser cycle. The first successful experimental evidences of such sub-femtosecond pulse train production was a train of 250 attosecond pulses measured by Paul and co-workers in 2001[100]. The main disadvantage of APT using pump-probe experiments is the uncertainty in the time-delay between the pump and probe due to the difficulty of differentiating which pulse is the pump or probe. Moreover the multiple pulse structure might complicate the data interpretation process, which would be another complexity in APTs.

**Isolated Attosecond Pulses (IAP):** When high harmonics are spectrally filtered into one attosecond pulse, it is known as isolated attosecond pulses (IAP). IAP has an advantage in time-resolved experimental approaches. There are a few different techniques of producing IAP. The first scheme uses a phase stabilized few-cycle driving pulse (~5 fs); a spectral filter was then set at the cut-off frequency to produce single attosecond pulses[101]. Polarization gating is another scheme, where allowing the fundamental laser to be linear only during a small time window along the pulse duration. This will let electron to recombined only within that small time window when the laser polarization is linear providing single pulse emission[78]. Most recent scheme is known as attosecond light house, where IAP are extracted from APTs[102]. In this technique a temporal rotation of the wave front will leads to a production of APT where the
successive pulses will be separated in space at the far-field from the source. The main limitation related to the IAP is the lower intensity thus become problematic in achieving pump-probe conditions.

In our studies we have implemented an experimental setup for APT production. To overcome the conventional limitation of lower intensity we used the loose focusing geometry for the HHG process. We have successfully produced high order harmonics from 9th up to 17th. The focused intensities of produced ATPs have provided enough intensity to produced double ionization of various systems as argon, xenon and krypton. This will provide the 14-27 eV energy range. The resulted APTs are estimated to have a few hundred attosecond time duration.

4.3.1 Loose Focusing Geometry and the Gas Cell

Conventionally, simplest method of intense attosecond production is a gas jet of noble gas expanding into a vacuum chamber and the intense driving laser is tightly focused into the gas jet. The pressure of the interaction region is relatively high at several hundred millibars. As the intensity of the driving laser is concentrated into this tight focal spot, this scheme can be used even a laser with a millijoule power range. However, this method is limited by the lower conversion efficiency due to the shorter interaction length with the gas targets. Therefore, the intensity of the produced harmonics is relatively lower. In order to increase the conversion efficiency and related intensities of the output harmonic beam, a different geometry was developed by increasing the interaction length. In that way, the number of gas atoms ionized by the intense laser field can be enhanced. To accomplish this condition laser beam was
loosely focused to a gas cell, thus the length of interaction region can be increased to several centimeters. To focus the laser beam loosely, focusing lens with a long focal length was implemented upstream of the interaction region. According to the general understandings of optics (Appendix A), with a long focal length lens, the focal spot is larger, thus provide larger focal volume and the number of gas atoms contacting with the focal volume become higher. However due to the large focal spot, much higher laser energies are needed for HHG than the conventional gas-jet scheme. The relatively lower pressure in the interaction region will facilitate the phase matching conditions for this geometry. Loose focusing is not the only approach using extended interaction length. The interaction length can further be extended according to some other interesting developments as laser beam guiding. The concept is to extend the focusing of the laser beam further than its Rayleigh length. This can be achieved with plasma waveguides[103]. Gaussian pulses can propagate through these waveguides maintaining same spot size and thus having the same intensity over the entire time of propagation. This will enhance the ionization efficiency in the interaction region. However, the limitation being the plasma generation which can be done using an extra laser pulse or a synchronized discharge. This makes the setup more complicated. This is contradictory to the case in loose focusing geometry. It has comparatively simpler experimental scheme which is relatively easier to setup in practice. However, due to the long focal length of the lens the beam divergence after the cell will take several meters. Therefore, in order to prevent the damages to the optics the experimental setup has to be long enough. This needed a large lab space and more effort on maintaining vacuum
tubes about 10 m long. The stability in optical path will be essential as the beam is traveling through a long distance.

**HHG mechanism:** HHG is done by ionizing gas density targets using an intense laser field. Intense laser pulse with few femtosecond pulse duration is focused in to an open end cell which is filled with a noble gas. Most commonly used gases are argon, helium, and xenon. Inside the gas cell the interactions between intense fundamental laser and the gas targets are taken place. This non-linear process results an instantaneous production of number of odd integer multiples of the fundamental laser light which is known as high order harmonics. According to the famous 3-step model[40] recombination of the electrons driven back to its parent ion within a half laser cycle after tunnel ionization of the gas targets will lead an emission of a photon with an energy of the ionization potential ($I_p$) of the gas target plus the kinetic energy gained by the electron at the laser interaction (Figure 24). The number of integer multiples of photons of the fundamental energy ($h\nu$) adding up to produced different order harmonics with the energy of $n\,h\nu$. Here $n$ represents only odd integers due to the fact that even number of harmonics are removed under interference effect and only the odd once are remaining in the system. The maximum energy of the produced photon is so-called cutoff energy ($E_{cutoff}$) can be given as; $E_{cutoff} = I_p + 3.17U_p$, where $U_p$ is the ponderomotive potential of the fundamental laser field.

In our studies we have accomplished the loose focusing geometry using a calcium fluoride (CaF$_2$) convex lens with 4 m focal length. The best condition for the focal spot was optimized by using the measurements from a $M^2$ machine (Thorlabs
Beam profiler 5.1). The lens was optimized for the minimum astigmatism according to the $M^2$ measurements. The high intense IR laser at $\sim 15$ mJ energy was focused loosely into the gas cell using the 4 m lens. The gas cell was isolated by two aluminum filters

![Schematic illustration of the gas cell of HHG.](image)

**Figure 24:** A schematic illustration of the gas cell of HHG. The inset represents the recollision process in production of XUV.

(figure 25(a)). The cell length was optimized to be about 13 cm. This cell was filled with xenon gas. The pressure of the interaction region was optimized and the best harmonic yield was obtained at about 2 Torr pressure. This pressure was maintained using a pressure controller at the gas entrance. The laser field focused in upstream itself burned holes through the two aluminum filters (figure 25(b)) at the entrance and exit of the cell to achieve the open end conditions. The aluminum filters were changed every day prior
to the experiment in order to avoid the enlargement of the burnt hole due to the small variation of laser pointing each day. A recycling system was implemented for xenon gas due to reduce the cost. In this system, a hermetically sealed dry scroll vacuum pump (Agilent technologies) is used to backing the turbo pumps in the beam line and the exhaust of that scroll pump is again connected to the gas cell entrance through another pressure controller followed by a needle valve. Once the pressure inside the cell was built up with the fresh xenon coming from the xenon bottle, the pressure controller for the bottle was closed and the needle valve was open to let the recycling xenon into the cell.

Figure 25: Snap shots of a) the HHG gas cell and its components; b) The aluminum filers with burnt holes c) The plasma produced during the HHG using xenon gas.
4.3.2 Harmonic Separator

As the high harmonics are generated collinearly with the driving laser light, a procedure is needed to separate the produced high order harmonics from the residue of the fundamental laser. In other words, the XUV beam should be separated from the IR beam. There are different experimental approaches were used to achieve this separation. In second harmonic generation, the second harmonics are filtered out from the fundamental using dichoric mirrors[104]. Conventionally, the fundamental laser and also the low order harmonics can be removed using aluminum filters. Based on the constant negative group delay dispersion of aluminum, by choosing the appropriate thickness, it can be used as a bandpass filter for the harmonics of certain orders[105, 106]. In our studies we have separated the XUV beam from the fundamental laser through the use of a super-polished silicon mirror (Coastline Optics) set at near Brewster's angle for the 800 nm (Figure 26(a)). The material silicon becomes a good candidate for this purpose due to its higher absorbance of IR at the Brewster's angle which is closer to its grazing incidence of the beam (75°). This mirror absorbs 99.999 % of the fundamental beam and reflects ~80% of XUV beam. Ideally a combination of two silicon mirrors were used to suppress the IR throughput but that will reduce the power of the output x-ray beam. Therefore in our setup only one silicon mirror was used. This silicon mirror was mounted on an adjustable mirror mounts and precisely controlled piezo actuators. In this way it is easier to reproduce the best alignment condition of the XUV beam. Even though the silicon mirror is placed more than 8 meters away from the focusing lens, over a few hours of exposure to the laser beam, mirror mount was heated up and that causes changes of the laser beam over the time. Since the data acquisition
has to be carried out continuously over a long period of time (days), changes of the beam position has to be prevented. For this purpose a water-cooling system was implemented on the silicon mirror mounts (Figure 26 (b)). A copper mirror mount is made with a copper tube around it and water is flowing through the tubes. As shown in figure 26 b, water is cooled using an ice bath and recycled with a water pump.

**Figure 26:** Harmonic separator. a) Schematic illustration of supper polished silicon mirror separate XUV from NIR. b) The water cooling system to prevent the mirror from heating up.

With the aid of this cooling process we were able to have a stable laser beam condition for over 24 hr continuously achieving the long time data acquisition abilities of the system.
4.4 Coincidence Measurements and Detection

Coincidence measurements are rich in information related to the ionization or fragmentation event. It will provide most of the kinematical details about all fragments produced in the event by considering the correlated information between co-fragments, or ions and electrons. In addition these type of measurements are extremely useful for studying the events which are less pronounced compared to a dominant channel (e.g. less probable channel with lower ionization yield)[107, 108]. Consequently, coincidence measurements are highly differential and accurate. The ideal setup for coincidence measurements is a three-dimensional (3D) detector which is sensitive to both time and position information. Such a detector should be capable of registering two-dimensional position information as well as the arriving time at the detector. Few good examples for the 3D detectors are delay line detectors[109], cross wire detectors[110], dual CCD detectors[111], and wedge-strip detectors[112,113]. There are different varieties of coincidence measurement apparatus were developed. Two examples are cold target recoil momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS)[114] and photoelectron-photoion velocity mapping coincidence imaging (VMI)[115]. Our set up is a combination of these two methodologies (COLTRIMS-VMI). In conventional COLTRIMS a homogeneous extraction field was used and thus the momentum resolution is limited. Therefore in our setup we have used an inhomogeneous electric field as similar to the velocity imaging techniques[116]. This feature will help to focus ions/electrons with the same velocity to a small spot on the detector regardless of the location of birth (the origin of the photo fragments can be different due to the spatial separation of the laser spot to the molecular beam). This COLTRIMS-VMI setup will help to improve the resolution of the
coincidence imaging in a great deal. Furthermore, to avoid the false coincidence conditions it is advantageous to have ionization event for each laser shot less than one. Therefore a higher laser repetition rate is preferred. Specially, considering the coincidence measurements of low yield photo electron experiments, the data acquisition time has to be very large to achieve statistical significance of the data. In order to minimize those long acquisition hours, the laser pulses with higher repetition rates would be ideal. Therefore, our system with 1 kHz repetition rate has an extra advantage for more efficient coincidence measurements.

4.4.1 Coincident Measurement Chamber

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 27:** Coincidence measurement chamber for attosecond spectroscopy.

We have built a coincidence velocity map imaging apparatus to accommodate the detection of electron on one side and ions on the opposite side (Figure 27). The electrons and ions are directed toward each side with the aid of five-
electrode electron-ion optics assembly. The molecular beam with a supersonic expansion was introduced perpendicular to the time of flight (TOF) axis. The molecular beam enters to the reaction chamber via a differential pumping stage through an orifice of 500 µm. The molecular beam diameter at the interaction region is around 1 mm. A laser beam with a horizontal polarization propagates perpendicular to the molecular beam direction. The incident beam was aligned in such a way to avoid the molecular beam and hit on a plano-concave reflection mirror installed on the back flange of the chamber. This mirror will reflect the focused XUV beam on to the molecular beam. Two detectors, MCP/Phosphor and delay line detector, for the detection of ion and electron, were mounted at the two ends of the flight tube. A detailed description of each component in the coincident measurement chamber will be described below.

A. Micro Channel Plate (MCP) Detector

![Diagram of the MCP detector](image)

**Figure 28:** The mechanism of MCP detector a) One MCP channel b) The top view of the detector with a sack of MCP channels.

The MCP detector is made out of a combination of millions of individual small capillaries called micro channel tubes. The size of these tubes is about tens of micrometers in diameter and less than one millimeter in length. The inside of these capillaries is coated
with a semi-conducting material. Thus, when a particle enters these channels they bombard the channel wall and emit secondary electrons. These secondary electrons can be accelerated and influenced to generate more secondary electrons due to the electric field applied to the two ends of the channel. This process continues until a cascade of electrons exit from the exit pore of the channel (Figure 28). As each pulse is limited to an individual channel, a spatial pattern will be generated corresponding to the incident pattern of the particles, which enables spatial resolution. These output electrons can be read out using different methods such as a phosphor screen, delay line readout, or other type of metal anodes.

Figure 29: An Image of the MCP detector used in our coincidence measurement setup.

MCP detectors are widely used in the fields as mass spectrometry, imaging spectroscopy, astronomy and atomic physics due to its high spatial and temporal
resolution. Specially, due to the smaller size of the channels the precision of the measurements are fairly high.

In our setup MCP/phosphor detector was used in detecting ions (Figure 29). MCP detector is applied with -1550/+300 V for front and back plates respectively. The diameter of the MCP is 75 mm.

**B. Delay Line Detector (DLD)**

Delay line detector shares the concept of providing not only position information but also the temporal information about the photo-fragments. The exact arrival time of a particle can provide extra details about the collision process. Because of these 3D detection capabilities, DLD is widely used in the coincidence measurements.

Generally, the traditional imaging detectors consist of MCP and a phosphor screen. Retrieving either temporal (time of flight) or spatial information (imaging) separately using such detection system is fairly straightforward. But correlation of the time and position is quite challenging, especially with the phosphor screen and cameras. On the other hand, combining MCP with an anode which is capable to recode the position information together with the time information will be useful. The ability of recording more than one particle at a time (multi-hit) also becomes important. Delay line technique is one of those techniques with the capabilities of extracting both imaging and timing information from MCP device simultaneously. The combination of the delay-line readout with advanced timing electronics has achieved 3D detection.

The delay line anode is made of a layer of wires. The signal expressed on this layer will propagate to the end of the wires and then be processed. Based on the picked up
position and the propagation delay of the signal, the position measurements can be calculated. The difference between the arriving times at the adjacent ends will proportional to the position of the particle on MCP detector. The wires are either bent or helical shaped to increase the propagation time in order to be measurable (Figure 30). As it is possible to establish two dimensional position of a particle using two layers, for 2D position measurements (x,y) another delay line layer has to be implemented perpendicular to the first one. The charge cloud distribution among these layers can be adjusted using proper biasing of between layers. The other component, the timing

Figure 30: The principle of DLD extraction of particle-hit location.

measurements, should be processed with a device which is compatible with the detection rate and multi hit analysis. A time to digital converter (TDC) provides these requirements and is used in delay line technique.

A shortcoming of the two layered DLD is the loss of signal due to the electronic dead time: if the arrival time of two particles falls within the electronic pulse duration, the second particle information will be lost. In order to overcome this limitation a third layer
is implemented in DLD systems (Figure 31). These types of detectors are ideal for multiple hit events.

**Figure 31:** An image of 3-layered DLD (Hex75). a) Top view of MCP with the delay line anode. b) The three layers of the DLD.

For our experiments we have used a three layered Hexanode DLD (HEX75, Roentdek) together with TDC (Roentdek). This system provides ~25 ps time resolution and <0.1 mm position resolution. The multi hit dead time is 5 ns.

**C. Reflection Mirror**

In order to enhance the intensity of the XUV beam at the ionization point the XUV beam was reflected on to the molecular beam using a focusing mirror with a short focal length (Figure 32). The critical step is to find a suitable coating which has a higher reflectivity at the XUV wavelength (~60-200 nm). Since the reflectance in this wavelength is lower for any material multi layered mirrors are used.
**Figure 32:** Schematic representation of the orientation of BC₄ reflective focusing mirror.

**Figure 33:** Adopted data for XUV reflectivity of a lanthanum–molybdenum multilayer mirror with 1 nm B₄C layer (green curve) which is used as a barrier layer[117]. The black curve represents the same mirror with no coating.
Specially the reflectivity in those mirrors can be based on the number of layers used [118]. These multi layered mirrors are known in enhancing characteristic of attosecond pulses [119, 120]. In our setup a mirror coated with boron carbide (B₄C) was used. The focal length of our mirror was 12.5 cm.

In our coincidence measurement setup (Figure 34) ions were detected using a conventional imaging detector which collects the momentum information. The produced electrons or ions are directed to the appropriate detector by the electric field generated by the ion optics from L1 to L6. The optimized voltages were $L_1=0$, $L_2=(-200)V$, $L_3=(-383)V$, $L_4=(-427)V$, $L_5=(-625)V$, $L_6=(-710)V$, respectively. Per each laser shot, the time of flight signal is collected by micro channel plate (MCP) and registered to a time-digital-converter (TDC).

Figure 34: A snapshot of the coincidence measurement chamber in our lab.
Electrons are collected by a delay line detector (DLD) (Roentdek, HEX75) which registered both the position and the arrival time of the electrons. The electron signal also processed through the same TDC so that the coincidence among those can be ascertained. In addition the effect of the earth magnetic field was cancelled out using an opposite magnetic field generated by a copper coil installed around the chamber with a current of ~1 A.

4.5 Background Optimization

Another critical problem is achieving minimized background conditions to obtain more realistic coincidence measurements. In other words one should try to minimize the false coincidence measurements as much as possible.

False Coincidence: False coincidence can be taken place when the event counts related to the background is relatively larger than the ionization event of interest. These random events can be detected in a mutually overlapped time window with the signal, which causes the wrong assignments of the real event counts. The Poisson distribution will be used to statistically verify the best count rates to prevent the false coincidence. The goal of avoiding false coincidence can be accomplished by taking steps to reduce both ions and electrons as the event counts become less than one per laser shot. This task becomes even harder in our setup due to high flux XUV beam. Scattered XUV beam can produced high photoelectron background conditions which make it difficult to differentiate from the real electrons coming from the ionization event.
Unlike strong field experiments, due to the high energy in XUV beam it does not even have to be focused to produce ionization in residue gas and chamber surfaces. As a result, we had seen relatively high noise from the ionization of background gas particles in the interaction region as well. Additionally, for pulsed light sources the chances of false coincidence are even higher. When the light source is pulsed there is a better probability of detecting those unrelated events with the same masses arrives at the same time of flight. The best solution is to use a laser system with a higher repetition rate with still maintaining the probability of the ionization events less than one per laser shot. There are also researches on finding mathematical and statistical approaches to remove the false coincidence counts during the data analysis process [121,122]. However, the ideal situation is to reduce the possible background counts in the experimental setup and we have taken considerable effort on that.

In order to reduce electron background in our experiment a few steps were followed. First we have taken action to collimate the XUV beam. Towards this process, we have installed two apertures, 4 mm followed by 3 mm, in the beam line to collimate the beam before it enters to the reaction chamber (Figure35(a)). These two apertures are mounted on two translational stages to make the laser alignment process easier. This provides the flexibility for selecting the best part of the XUV beam directed at the reaction chamber. Then the beam was further collimated using another 4 mm aperture at the entrance of the reaction chamber (Figure 35(b)). All of these apertures are made from a stray light absorbing material (Edmund Optics). We also tried to replace our original stainless steel ion optics with a different material with a higher work function.
However, XUV photons are highly energetic; it will produce electrons from any material. We have done a trial and error approach on this issue and started with aluminum (Al). However, Al provided even higher photoelectron background than stainless steel. Next with a careful investigation magnesium (Mg) turns out to be the best candidate for this purpose. Some studies show that the photo electron yield of magnesium decreases with the increased photon energy[123]. Therefore, we have rebuilt the ion optics in Mg. Having Mg ion optics indeed reduced the photoelectron background considerably. The next step was to install a shielding plate in front of the electron detector in order to block stray electrons from reaching the detector. For that purpose we have mounted a stainless steel plate with a 10 mm hole in front of the detector. For further reductions, only the center part of the produced electron cloud was selected and sent to the detector before it expands. This condition was accomplished by using two small holes, 4 mm and 3 mm, in electron driven ion-optics (L3 and L2) (Figure 35(b)). With these modifications the scattered electron background was considerably lowered and the electron count rate become as low as <1 count /laser shot at the price of sacrificing a full $4\pi$ collection efficiency. Then attention was paid to minimize the possible background gas as much as possible. We have built a liquid nitrogen cooling system for both the reaction chamber and the beam line. Liquid nitrogen cooling helped to reduce water background to about 40% from the original value by improving the vacuum in the reaction chamber to around $10^{-10}$ torr. The possible background gas contribution from the beam line was further reduced by the differential pumping set up implemented in the beam line. We also used the advantage of the velocity focusing capabilities of imaging detector and exclusively filtered only the molecular beam spot
using a 5 mm shielding aperture in front of the MCP detector.

**Figure 35:** The aperture setup of the beam path to achieve well collimated XUV beam. a) First two apertures before the beam enter the chamber. b) Apertures inside the reaction chamber, at the entrance and in front of the reflection mirror.

This reduced the ion background significantly. To reduce the background that could arise from the molecular beam itself from the ionization by the incident XUV beam a special alignment orientation was implemented. The incident beam was aligned in such a way that it avoids hitting the molecular beam but directly sent to the reflective focusing mirror and focused on to the molecular beam.
All together these efforts utilize the background counts as low enough to detect both electrons and ions simultaneously with the counts rates about 0.4/laser shot and 0.3/laser shot, respectively. These conditions have permitted in performing ion-electron coincidence measurement in two photon double ionization using a XUV beam.

### 4.6 Preliminary Results

Our newly optimized experimental setup of APT generation with coincidence measurement capabilities have successfully been tested with atomic systems.

![Ion time-of-flight spectrum of argon showing both single and double ionization using focused attosecond pulse trains produced in our setup.](image)

**Figure 36**: Ion time-of-flight spectrum of argon showing both single and double ionization using focused attosecond pulse trains produced in our setup.

The intensity profile achieved has the calculated ratios of 0.58:1:0.95 for 11th:13th:15th. The focused APTs were able to provide the sufficient intensity to produced double
ionization of argon, krypton and xenon (Figure 36). The harmonics energy range is about 14 to 27 eV. The setup has also showed the capabilities in ion-electron coincidence measurements. The figure 37 shows the electron momentum spectrum in coincidence with single ionization of argon.

**Figure 37:** 2-D momentum distribution of electrons in coincidence with argon single cation (Z represents the TOF direction and X is along the laser propagation direction).

The preliminary data obtained for the double ionization of xenon and corresponding ion-electron coincidence measurements using XUV-pump XUV-probe setup will be described in the next chapter.
4.7 Summary

In this work, we have successfully implemented an experimental setup which is capable of producing intense APTs to perform attosecond spectroscopy using coincidence measurements. The higher (1 kHz) repetition rate and minimized background count rates would enhance the capabilities of our experimental system on more efficient coincidence measurements with higher accuracy. Our experimental system was tested using atomic systems first as the preliminary studies. The two photon double ionization of noble gases were investigated. We achieved an attosecond pulse flux to produce double ionization of atoms even as argon which has relatively higher double ionization potential. A detailed study of two photon double ionization of xenon using electron-ion coincidence measurements were performed and will be discussed in next chapter.
CHAPTER 5
XUV-pump-XUV-probe Two Photon Double ionization

5.1 Introduction

The correlations among electrons are the main feature which keeps the molecule together. As a result, the electron dynamics controls both structural and reactivity properties of chemical systems. Thereby, studies related to the electron correlation and reorganization in the attosecond time domain is a new frontier of science. Because electron correlation plays a fundamental role in many natural systems, these types of studies reveal the insight of those important processes in the most detailed way. A few good examples of such systems are chemical reactions and phase transitions. Accordingly, observing these basic level dynamics in real time will ultimately make it feasible to control related processes in real time.

A rational approach to understand these correlations among electrons is to start from simpler systems such as atomic systems[124]. A strong laser field can readily induce doubly or multiply charged ionization[81, 125] and thus the role of electron correlation has been studied extensively in strong field ionization[126, 127]. However, electron correlations in strong field are mainly induced by the interaction between the electron and the laser system. Therefore, these artificial correlations might be different from the natural correlations between electrons in reality. Accordingly, a weak probe as attosecond spectroscopy would be more useful to investigate these natural electron correlation dynamics. The attosecond time scale will facilitate the real time visualization of correlation between the electrons in reactions. As a result, recent
attention of the ultrafast research is directed to implement suitable experiments to perform attosecond XUV spectroscopy[56]. Even though many researches are working on this matter, the progress has been slow. Techniques like attosecond streaking experiments also were only able to capture the dynamics of one electron in attosecond time scale[1].

When it comes to observing electron-electron correlation dynamics, two photon double ionization becomes essential. Two photon double ionization can be defined as the ejection of two electrons by two photons. This process can be either sequential or direct/nonsequential. There are two factors contributing for sequential or direct two photon double ionization. One is the availability of bound-free absorption cross sections which is a parameter of the gas atoms. The other factor is pulse duration, the interaction time of the light and the atom, which can be adjusted according to the experimental needs. If the final ionization population is linearly related to the pulse duration the mechanism is direct two photon double ionization. If the final ionization population has a quadratic relation to the pulse duration the process has to be sequential. Theoretical studies have predicted that the shorter pulse durations will provide higher probabilities on direct two photon double ionization over the sequential two photon ionization[128]. Two photon double ionization processes in general will provide information about the electron correlations. But direct two photon double ionization is more affected by the electron-electron correlations. Evidently, XUV pulses should ideally provide dominant direct two photon double ionization which is favorable for studying electron correlation dynamics.
During the sequential regime one electron is ionized from the ground state and the second electron is ionized from the single ion itself. This pathway is only possible if the system has photons with higher energy than $I_2$ (photon energy ($E_{ph}$) > $I_2$).

The other possible mechanism is nonsequential regime if the combination of two photons providing the energy higher than ($I_1 + I_2$), and the simultaneous absorption of two photons can lead to direct two photon double ionization. During this process two electrons in the ionization event will share the total energy. In other words, the temporary intermediate state was formed does not has to be at the ($E_{ph} - I_1$), but at this intermediate electrons can interact and exchange the energies for ejection.

In our experiment the two photon double ionization of xenon was studied using XUV-pump-XUV-probe setup. The produced APTs are intense enough to produce xenon double ionization. The first ion-electron coincidence measurements were obtained for xenon double ionization, using XUV pulses. The ultimate goal of this experiment is to perform triple coincidence measurements where you can obtain the electron-electron correlations. Even though we have achieved the ion-electron coincidence capabilities, the setup has to be further modified for ion-electron-electron coincidence measurements and will be further discussed under future directions. The remainder of this chapter will focuses on the preliminary ion-electron coincidence measurements, current difficulties associate with the setup and proposed improvements.
5.2 Experimental Approach

The two photon double ionization of xenon was studied using our newly built intense HHG beamline together with the coincidence measurement apparatus (a detailed description about experimental setup is given in chapter 4). Xenon beam was introduced to the reaction chamber through a differential pumping stage installed in the source chamber. The molecular beam was skimmed twice using two 500 µm apertures installed in between the reaction chamber and the source chamber. Relatively higher backing pressure, 40 psi, was used for xenon gas to increase the signal to noise ratio. The laser system (Ti:Sapphire, 800 nm, 25 fs, 1 kHz) operates at 10.0 mJ was used for HHG. The HHG gas cell pressure was optimized and the best results were obtained around 2 Torr. Argon gas was used to characterize the intensity profile of the produced high order harmonics. Then the focused XUV beam interacts with the xenon beam with a $90^\circ$ orientation as described in chapter 4. The produced ions and electrons were then directed toward the appropriate detector. Both ion and electron signal was picked up and processed simultaneously through a time to digital converter (TDC) device. The count rates of ions and electrons were maintained about 0.4 counts/laser shot and 0.5 counts/laser shot, respectively. The signal was accumulated using CoboldPC software. During the data analysis process a time of flight (TOF) filter was set in such a way to filter out only the electrons corresponding to the ions of interest. In that way, the electron coincide with the particular ion can be isolated and the related dynamics can be studied exclusively.
5.3 Results and discussion

In this experiment we have obtained xenon double ionization using XUV photons. The ion-TOF spectrum shows corresponding peaks at the TOF of xenon single ionization and double ionization (Figure 38).

![Figure 38](image)

**Figure 38:** The ion-TOF spectrum of xenon. Inset represents the zoomed-in TOF for xenon dications (Xe$^{+2}$). Six peaks correspond to the six isotopes of xenon.

In our setup z-direction lies along the TOF axis and x-direction is perpendicular to the laser propagation direction and y is in parallel direction with the molecular beam (Figure 39). Figure 40 represents the extracted electron momentum distributions in coincidence with both single and double ions. The given momentum spectra (Figure 40) are showing the electron momentum of z-direction versus x-
direction. The corresponding electron momentum was extracted by setting up the TOF filters for corresponding mass to charge values.

![Electron Detector (DLD)](image)

**Figure 39:** A demonstration of the momentum directions with respect to the electron detector.

The electron momentum distribution of single ionization verifies we have clearly seen high order harmonics from 9\textsuperscript{th} to 13\textsuperscript{th}. The first and second ionization potential of xenon is 12.12 eV (I\textsubscript{1}) and 20.98 eV (I\textsubscript{2}) respectively. The fundamental photon energy is calculated to be 1.57 eV from equation 5.1, where $\hbar$ is the reduced plank constant and $\omega$ is the fundamental laser frequency or (speed of light (c)/wavelength (\lambda)). For our laser $\lambda = \sim$790 nm.

$$E_f = \hbar \omega = \hbar C/\lambda$$  \hfill (5.1)
Accordingly, the energy of each order harmonics can be given as $nE_f$ if $n$ is the harmonic order. Therefore, the highest energy photon possible in our system is when $n=15$ and the energy is 24.1 eV (i.e. $15 \times 1.61$ eV). Hence the double ionization of xenon, 33.1 eV ($I_1 + I_2$) > 24.1 eV, even one highest energetic photon will not be enough to produce double ionization. Therefore we can conclude that the double ionization happens through a combination of two or more photons. For example, 11th plus 11th or 9th plus 13th and few other different combinations.

After constructing the momentum plots for the electrons in coincidence with xenon single ($\text{Xe}^+$) ionization and double ionization ($\text{Xe}^{+2}$), the corresponding electron energy information was extracted (Figure 41). The electron energy spectra should consists of peaks corresponding to the energy difference between the photon involved in the ionization and related ionization potential ($E_{ph} - I$).

**Figure 40:** The z-momentum verses x-momentum plots of electron-ion coincidence measurements for a) $\text{Xe}^+$ and b) $\text{Xe}^{+2}$.
Figure 41: The kinetic energy spectra for electrons in coincidence with xenon single ionization (blue curve) and xenon double ionization (red curve).

In figure 41 the blue curve represents the transition from neutral xenon (Xe) to the $\text{Xe}^+$ and black curve represents the energy spectrum related to the total $\text{Xe}^{+2}$. The obtained electron energy spectrum for $\text{Xe}^+$ consists of peaks corresponding to the two states of $\text{Xe}^+$, $5\text{P}^5\text{P}_{3/2}$ ($J_{3/2} = 0.00 \text{ eV}$) and $2\text{P}_{1/2}$ ($J_{1/2} = 1.306 \text{ eV}$) for each order harmonic from 9th to 13th harmonics. According to the NIST atomic database the energy difference between these two states are known to be 1.306 eV. Our results are in good agreement with this. The experimental peak energies are in close agreement with the calculated values (Table 5.1) for the single ionization (Xe to $\text{Xe}^+$) (Figure 41 (blue)). On the other hand, the energy spectrum obtained for the double ionization event ($\text{Xe}^{+2}$ ($J_0 = 1.008 \text{ eV}$, $J_1 = 1.214 \text{ eV}$, $J_2 = 0.000 \text{ eV}$)) showing different features compared to the energy...
spectrum of the single ionization event. For example, extra peaks were observed around 0.5 eV, 1.5 eV and 3.5 eV for the double ionization than the single ionization spectrum. Evidently, these observations reflect the fact that we have successfully achieved the coincidence measurements of double ionization using two XUV photons. Then this experimental kinetic energy spectrum of the electrons from double ionization was compared with the theoretically predicted sequential double ionization spectrum of Xe$^{2+}$ (Figure 42).

**Figure 42:** A comparison of the kinetic energy spectra for electrons in coincidence with xenon double ionization; experimental (red curve) to the theoretical sequential double ionization (black curve).
As shown by figure 42 the experimental kinetic energy spectrum for double ionization shows different features than the theoretically predicted kinetic energy spectrum for sequential two photon double ionization. This comparison indicates that the resulted double ionization is not purely a sequential process. If the double ionization is only a sequential process we would have seen only a similar spectrum to the theoretical curve. Therefore, the observed double ionization might also have a higher influence from the direct double ionization process. The energies of the additional peaks seen in double ionization spectrum respect to the single ionization spectrum are in close agreement with the calculated energies for the nonsequential process (Table 5.2). In general, a clear difference was observed in the kinetic energy spectrum of electrons in coincidence with the double ionization to the single ionization as well as to the theoretical curve for sequential two photon double ionization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$9\hbar\omega - I_1 - J_{1/2}$</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9\hbar\omega - I_1$</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11\hbar\omega - I_1 - J_{1/2}$</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11\hbar\omega - I_1$</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13\hbar\omega - I_1 - J_{1/2}$</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: The calculated energy values corresponding to the kinetic energy spectrum of $\text{Xe}^+$. 
Table 5.2: The calculated energy values corresponding to the kinetic energy spectrum of Xe$^{+2}$ from two possible mechanisms; nonsequential and sequential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonsequential</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(22\hbar\omega - I_1 - I_2 - J_1)/2$</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(22\hbar\omega - I_1 - I_2 - J_0)/2$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(22\hbar\omega - I_1 - I_2)/2$</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequential</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$13\hbar\omega - I_2 + J_{1/2}$</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15\hbar\omega - I_2$</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15\hbar\omega - I_2 + J_{1/2} - J_1$</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15\hbar\omega - I_2 + J_{1/2} - J_0$</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15\hbar\omega - I_2 + J_{1/2}$</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next possibility we should rule out is whether these features are coming purely from XUV or there is any infrared contribution to these effects. Experimentally, before each data acquisition we have verified there was no infrared contribution. In a presence of infrared we can clearly observe the sidebands related to $(13^{\text{th}}+1)$ harmonics in argon, so-called side band. As a precaution we have verified no such sideband present with argon before we accumulate the data for xenon. In addition, to produce second ionization with the infrared photons alone or XUV+IR requires many IR photons which the residue IR intensity cannot allow. Therefore the probability of nonsequential double ionization produced by infrared contribution is negligible in the
current setup. Take these facts in to consideration we can conclude that we have accomplished the measurements of electron in coincidence with the double ionization produced by two XUV photons for the first time. However, there are ongoing further investigations on the IR contribution in the current setup, which has not been finalized yet. For example we are trying to obtain the electron energy spectrum in coincidence with Xe$^{+2}$ in the presence of IR, in order to compare it with our original experimental data. This approach will clearly verify the current uncertainties of the current experiment.

However, in our setup so far only one electron in coincidence with the double ionization event was detected. This is due to the fact that the dead time of the DLD being as large as 5 ns, which prevents the detection of both electrons coming from the same pulse. Therefore an extended investigations will be needed to improve the current setup with a new time and position detector with lower dead time as low as 1 ns. A detailed description of the current obstacle and the possible solutions are provided in the next section as future directions.
5. 4 Future Directions

5.4.1 Triple coincidence measurements

The dynamical studies of correlation among two or many electrons become interesting phenomena, which happens in the attosecond time domain. These correlation studies are extremely important, since any quantum or classical correlations among electrons will affect the dynamics in an enormous way. Specially, when it comes to observe fast changing processes as chemical reactions, phase changes etc., a real time observation would help to pin-down the stepwise process. However still there is only a limited knowledge found on this particular area of correlation electron dynamics. Even the theoretical modeling on these correlations becomes quite challenging these. More realistic approach would be measuring the momentum spectra for two electrons in same ionization event and look for the correlations among those. Figure 43 represents a simple illustration of how to picture the correlation information. The momentum spectrum of first electron verses second electron was considered. Base on how the relative momentum is distributed one can predict the correlation between those two electrons. If an isotropic momentum distribution was observed (Figure 43 (a)), there is no strong correlation present. On the other hand a diagonal momentum distribution tells information about the present correlations. According to the momentum directions (negative or positive) the plot consists of four regions. If the momentum events are appeared in first and third quarters (Figure 43 (b)), the corresponding two electrons are emitted in the same direction. But if the events appeared in second and fourth quarters (Figure 43 (c)), two electron emissions happens in opposite directions.
Figure 43: The schematic illustration of the momentum spectra showing possible electron correlations: a) the symmetric momentum distribution showing no correlation. The Diagonal momentum distribution showing, b) a correlation or c) an anti-correlation.

Non-sequential double ionization (NSDI) is a common example to evident the electron-electron correlations. Therefore many strong filed ionization experiments of electron correlation dynamics were carried out to study correlation between the two electron emission process in NSDI[126, 127]. Still the issue being the measurements of near single cycle laser pulse will not be able to provide the direct correlation dynamics of the NSDI process[129]. According to those facts the attosecond pulse duration would be essential in extracting direct correlation dynamics. The ideal experimental condition of extracting this kinematical information is the momentum measurements in coincidence with the two electron emission in a two photon process using XUV pump and XUV probe.

In our lab we are driving our investigation towards that goal. We have obtained preliminary results for the ion-electron coincidence measurements. According
to our ongoing research, the main obstacle for achieving triple coincidence is still being a lack of detection capabilities of low energy electrons due to relatively longer dead time of DLD detector.

**Dead Time:** A Dead time of a detector can be defined as the time interval corresponding to the detection of the next event after the previous event was detected. Dead time is also a factor in determining the multi hit capability. A long dead time will limit the multi hit capability.

The dead time of the current DLD detector used in our set up is 5 ns. However the range of the TOF of our total electron signal is generally less than 5 ns. This leads to a higher probability of the second electron of double ionization event to be missed. Consequently, to overcome this issue a detection system with a shorter dead time will be needed. Recently our group successfully implemented a three dimensional (3D) detector, capable of measuring both time and two-dimensional position, with a much shorter dead time (< 1 ns)[130, 131].

**Time and position sensitive detection with fast frame camera:** The newly developed 3D detector consists of a conventional microchannel plate (MCP)/phosphor screen, a fast frame CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) camera, and a high-speed digitizer. The concept is to locate the position information using a conventional imaging detector, MCP/phosphor plus CMOS camera setup while the temporal information (the corresponding arrival time of the detector) is processed through a high speed digitizer with a 5 gigasamples per second (GS/s) sampling rate. Previously, a detection system using MCP/phosphor together with CCD camera in 3D
detection was introduced[132]. In that studies they have used a multi-anode photomultiplier tube (PMT), to roughly measure the temporal information. The application of this system on fast ion beam coincidence experiments shows a limitation of the frame rate of the camera (< 100 Hz)[133]. For our experiments the desired frame rate is 1 kHz, and by implementing CMOS camera which is known to work at high frame rates [134] with the MCP/Phosphor, should be compatible in performing coincidence ion imaging at 1 kHz. In this case, the temporal information was measured using single anode photomultiplier tube (PMT) and was successfully used recently in coincidence ion imaging measurements by our group[130]. However, adopting this system towards the electron detection seems even challenging. Specially to achieve the high resolution to differentiate two electrons coming from the same event needed to be implemented. Furthermore, to perform successful triple coincidence measurements a shorter dead time even less than DLD has to be accomplished. In this newly developed detector [131] for electron imaging the temporal information was extracted from the MCP through a signal decoupler. This has narrow down the rise time and the pulsed width to 3 ns which enhance the multi-hit capabilities. Then the temporal resolution was improved up to 32 ps using an interpolation method permitting better resolving power for electrons. As the TOF separation of two electrons going opposite directions being small as 1 ns, such temporal resolution is ideal for the ion-electron-electron coincidence studies. Further improvements of the temporal resolution can be achieved using digitizer with a higher speed as 10 GS/s. The only drawback would be the high cost of such digitizers. Obviously, as any other coincidence experiments, minimizing the false coincidence is another important step. According to the studies presented by Lee et al. for this new
detection system, significantly lower false coincidence conditions were achieved by maintaining a low count rates as low as less than one event count per laser shot.

**Figure 44:** The proposed modification of the coincidence measurement chamber. The system is triggered by the laser at 1 kHz repetition rate and recorded position and time information for both ions and electrons are processed through the digitizer and then be established according to their coincidence.

Consequently, if the electron detector (DLD detector) in our current setup for coincident measurement was replaced with this newly developed detector, we would be able to do ion-electron-electron coincidence measurements. Figure 44 shows the schematic representation of the modifications on our current coincidence measurement chamber towards the triple coincidence measurements. The improved dead time (~1 ns) will facilitate the detection of both electrons from the same ionization event. Therefore,
this system is a better setup for studying triple coincidence of two photon double ionization event. Ideally, combination of this modified detection system together with attosecond pulse duration would make it feasible to achieve the real time electron correlation studies. Evidently, the non-linear attosecond spectroscopic studies of chemical systems would be possible in the near future.

5.5 Summary

In conclusion, our newly developed experimental setup of HHG is capable of producing APTs with sufficient flux and energy to perform two photon double ionization using a XUV-pump-XUV-probe setup. Our setup also achieved the ion-electron coincidence measurements of xenon double ionization using an intense APT source for the first time. The extracted kinetic energy spectrum of electron in coincidence with xenon dications shows nonsequential signature, suggesting the capability of our apparatus in studying electron correlations with attosecond time resolution. A new 3D imaging detector (dead time < 1 ns) will further enhance the ability to detect both electrons arising from two photon double ionization events. The momentum correlation information between those two electrons will reveal the electron correlation dynamics in real time, which has been calculated but never experimentaly studied before.
APPENDIX A

Focal Volume and Related Equations

In this section the details related to the laser beam which is considered as a Gaussian beam and the dimensions such as focal spot and focal length will be discussed in terms of the extra information related to the material presented in chapter 4 (Describes the loose focusing geometry).

**Gaussian Beam**: Usually a laser beam can be represented as a wave given by the Gaussian function since its transverse electric field and the intensity fits well with the Gaussian function as follows:

\[ E(r) = E_0 \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{r^2}{\omega^2}\right) \]

Where, \( E(r) \) is the electric field amplitude at \( r \) distance while \( r \) is the radial distance along the propagation direction. \( E_0 \) is the amplitude of the electric field at \( r=0 \) and \( \omega \) is the radius of the laser beam.

The focused Gaussian beam is given by figure A.1. The focal point is the place where the beam radius \( \omega \) reached to its minimum value, \( \omega_0 \). This minimum value is known as the beam waist and given by equation (A .1) for the case of \( f \gg \omega_b \).

\[ \omega_0 = \frac{2\lambda f}{\pi \omega_b} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A .1)

Where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the beam, \( f \) is the focal length and \( \omega_b \) is the incident beam radius.
After the focal point, beam starts diverging again with the divergence angle of $\theta_{div} = \frac{\lambda}{\pi \omega_0}$. As given by the inset of figure A.1, the beam waist will remain approximately similar over a certain length around the focal length. This length is so-called Rayleigh range ($Z_R$) and given by equation (A.2).

$$Z_R = \frac{\pi \omega_0^2}{\lambda} \quad (A.2)$$

Figure A.1: The parameters of a focusing condition of a Gaussian beam. The inset represents a closer look on focal spot and related terms.
The $Z_R$ can be defined as the distance that it takes to increase the beam radius square root to two times of that of the beam waist ($\sqrt{2} \omega_0$). The other interesting term related to the focal region is the confocal parameter ($b$), which is twice as the $Z_R$ (Figure A.2 (inset)).

$$b = 2Z_R = \frac{2\pi \omega_0^2}{\lambda} \quad (A.3)$$

These equations are providing details corresponding to the concept behind the loose focusing geometry, where the focal volume has increased using a long focal length lens to increase the flux of the HHG.
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Electronic motions which happen in 10 to 100 of attoseconds are the heart of many processes in nature. Therefore monitoring and extracting details in this fundamental level will provide new prospect to the areas as information technology, basic energy science, medicine and life sciences. The challenge being, develop a tool to reach such a fast time scale for real time observation in atomic level. In this thesis we have addressed this matter using two interesting approaches related to the laser matter interaction: strong field ionization and nonlinear attosecond spectroscopy. The first part is based on the studies related to the strong field ionization probe. Strong field ionization probe was verified to be sensitive not only to the orbital alignment but also to the atomic orientation, which evident the capability of SFI in probing atomic polarization effect in photodissociation processes. The second part is based on non-linear attosecond spectroscopy. With the use 1 kHz laser and the loose focusing geometry we were able to produce attosecond pulse trains with a sufficient flux to perform two photon double ionization. Further, we were also able to extract ion-electron coincidence measurements
of the double ionization event of XUV-pump-XUV-probe system for the first time. The extended studies will be carried out with the combination of our newly developed 3D detector with improved dead time, to the current setup which will facilitate the triple coincidence capabilities. The proposed studies will facilitate the probing real time electron-electron correlation, which promises the probing and eventually controlling the fundamental processes in their natural time domain.
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